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I. S 1fl rcnt Or enztional And Unit Activiltina

1. Introcuction

This Operational eport Lessons Lerrned covers the period 1 February 1968
throught 31 April 1968. he 173d Airborne Br'igade has continued to conduct opera-
tions aimed at locating and destroying Viet Cong, North Vietnamese Forces and in-
atallations The Brigade, as I Field Force's reserve remained ready to meet any
mission required and continued operations in the Brigade's TAOR (Tactical Area of
Responsibility). The Brigade's Civic Action Program continued to play a key role
in the Brigade's counterinsurgency efforts.

To best accomplish its mission, the 173d Airborne Brigade conducted four
major operations during the reported period. Operation B_11ing, which commenced
17 September 1967 continues to be conducted in PLu Yen Province by the 4th Battal-
ion, 503d Infantry and D Company 16th Armor through the months of February, March
and April to present. The Brigade minus continued to orerate in the central high-
lands as a two battalion task force with augumented actions while participating in
Operation MACARTHUR under the Operational Contro. of the 4th Infantry Division
until April when they redeployed on Operation COCHISE and commenced a three Bat-
talion operation in the Bong Son nlains area. Operation WALKER, which includes
the defense of Camp Radcliff at An Khe and the surroundLng AC continued to involve
one airborne battalion.

REPCRT OF CEREMONY -DELETED, HQS DA
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2. rrniati~ n

During the past quarter the major organizational change in the Brigade was

the reorganization of the Brigade'e Infantry Battalions under TOE/MTOE 7-175T.

USARPAC GO 122, 15 February 1968 authorized activation and organization of

the 173d Airborne Brigade's Infantry Battalions under TOE/MTOE 7-175T. The date
for re-organization actions was left to the discretion of commanders concerned
based upon the availability of nersonnel and equipment resources.

The re-organization of the infantry battalions was accomplished in two
phases; Phase I commenced on 2 April 1968.

1. Phase I: Company D (Provisional) in each infantry battalion was
inactivated by a Brigade General Order on 2 April 1968 and Company D established
under TOE/KmXfE 7-175T. All personnel assigned to Company D (Provisional) were re-
assigned to Company D from Headquarters Company by proper morning report entries.
Subsequently, property and equipr-ent accountability vere transferred from Head-
quarters Company to Company D and requisitions were submitted for equipment short-
ages. As replacements became available, the Adjutant General assigned personnel to
each respective company until authorized strength levels vere reached.

2. Phase II: This phase consists of the organization of Company E in
each of the infantry battalions. Company E will be activated on 1 May 1968 in each
infantry battalion and the cadre for the company headquarters will be assigned. On
15 VAy the Heavy Mortar Platoon will be transferred from Headquarters Company to
Company E. The cadre for the reconnaissance platoon will be constituted on I June
1968; thereafter, replacements will be assigned to the nlatoons as they become avail-
able, It is estimated tiat Phase II of the re-organization will be eompleted by 1
August 1968.

Also during the first month of the reporting period, February, the 172d
Milit.ary Intelligence Detachment, 24th Military History Detachment, 51sat Chemical De-
tachment were all changed from attached to assigned to the 173d Airborne Brigade.
In addition the 54th Infantry Detachment (Ground Surveillance Radar) was attached
to the 173d Support Battalion (Airborne) for deployment at Camp Radcliff, An Khe.

When the Brigade moved to Bong Son the let Battalion 50th Mechanized
Infantry under the command of LnC Cheney L. Bertholf Jr. was attached to the Brigade
greatly enhancing its firepower and mobility. The lt Battalion 50th Mechanized
Infantry is equipped with il13 Armored Personnel Carriers.

CONFI DENT IAL
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3. XAt&I~s=:
a. The enemy situations b fore and during each operation coaducted by the

Brigade during this period are broken down as followst Operation NWAM to its
teriniation, Operation %& Operation NUAN .a Operatin M .

(1) V YACART:

(a) Xnemy Situation Prior to the Operation: Prior to the begin-
ning of FeVWar the VC/AYA launched a country wide offensive during the Vietnamese
New Year ( ) 30-31 January 1968. The outburst of enemy activity ceaused Task Fores
Powerhouse to be split and the lot Bn-503d Inf detached and sent to Ba" Me Thout
while the reduced task force moved to Suoi Do.

. -,D/as' '-h. 2nd B-5034 mf moved into Sin De with
the aimsion of stoppwg the from interdicting .ighaym 19
last from Pleiku to Ak Khe. The Rth Th i g'jtI gB ] aijmi was located around VC Valley
(vie BR 2020) and was se".ng out lements U mine S higkwy. Elements of the
A07th A.qpra 1%atn1{t were located on the Plolku, Binh Dinh border with the possible
aission of imten/ctm between An Khe and Pleiku. The 2d Bn 503d Inf made only
light contact with the 5th f 95th B Regiment between Suoi Do and An ,he. After a
short period the 2d Ba 503d Inf med to re rce the let Bn in Ben Fe Thout.

During tue Task Forcels stay is Suci Do, they vere also prepared to ne to
Pleiku City if it was attacked again. Intelligence in early February placed the h0
SAWax-.h northeast of Plaku with the aission of conducting sapper actions egalnet
Camp Rollaway and Pleikn City. Small elemmsts ef the werth leal Foe Ba were loc-
ated southwest of Pleiki City and the ith In Q'Lth I Iantgt and the
ZaAni4A were located south of the City. llemuets of the Lfth A )'la r blmn.,
32nA IVA Ragi and j .j Jaa.1= were also identified in the ersa.

Ila MeflTho~ti Initial intellgece in earlyr February in-
dicated the 4d VA R nt was on the ran from Ban Me Thout and was making a grad-
ual withdrawal to tame area 740 located in Cambodia. Elemants of the A±h..A~j1i
were in the area to conduct rocketing and mortar attacks against friendly installat-
ions. The Jflth Ar''la- Reuant was located in the Tri Border Area and had ele-
ments split three ways; tvo elements vere in Konta Province, one was in Pleiku Pro-
vinoq and one was in the Ban Me Thout area. The InIO Aatan was acting as the
security elemont of the flth Artillery Ianl t (the only Regiment in the area cap-
able of 122 rocket attacks). There was also a hfflt L a] Fae. Bnttn14 located
due south of Ban Me Thont and the A1 LA,*l ?ar& Ratta a n located due north of Ban
e Thout.

The lidjjg1 J suffered 25 to 30% casualties during its Tht Offensive and all
indications were that it ve withdrawing towards base ares 7/0 in Cabodia. The lot
Bn 5034 Inf was sent to pursue them while US Special Forces set up blocking positions
near the Cambodian Border to cut off the 3AdrngimAi!A retreat. lowever, LTC VM Ban
Mink, the 34.Ragmnt'a C0, left his rear elements as a blocking force and with the
remainder of his regiment moved north 40-50 kilometers and escaped the allied %rap.

1. [ j : With the escape of the 33ldJgimu±, the Ist an
2od Battalion 503d nf were directed to Kontum to face the threat of Increased enoW
activity in that area. Intelligence reported the following unite within the Kantm
area (during March) or close enough to have an influence on the area of operations:

k. 4th Bm/24th Regiment

]2. 5th B/V24th NVA Regimnt

1. 6th Bm/24th NU Regiment

A. Elemants of 4Oth Artillery Regiment

j. Elments of 32d NVA Regiment

CONF IDENTI AL
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:. 66th NVA Regiment

S. 2d Ba/17th NVA Regiment

o 304th Local lorce Battalion

is 407th Sapper Battalion

J. B-3 Front Forward TAC CP

(b) Pagc laritin and Wnakn1ApAS

j. The CO of the 33d NVA Regiment is known to be an evasive
specialist, he prefers to avoid contact and his unit Is know to usually withdraw to
base aras to regroup and resupply before resuming the offensive.

Z. The enemy units in this area can now be re3upplied with
both men and equipment within 30 days. Trucks have been reported moving in the area
along the Cambodia border for the past two nonths. A POW captured near FSB 14, 19
miles west of Kontum, stated that he was transported by truck convoy from North
Vietnam to a location one dayls walk from Kontum Province. The trip lasted eleven
days.

(c) Enem. Ca•ablitlae

j. Attack the Kontum complex with 3 NVA Regiments supported
by indirect fire from the Loth NVA Artiler= Re iment.

j. Defend in battalion strength when contacted by US troops.
It was doubtifal that he was capable of missing a regimental size defenee due to US
Air and artillery.

3. Withdraw from the area at the time and place of him choos-
ing.

A. Reinforce the battlefield with the 2 Battalions of the
174th NVA Regiment and the 301 L €,1 ForcA Battalion located on Highway 14 between
P.aiku and Kontum City.

(d) SumIIV of Oparationa: During 1-7 February 1968 as Task Force
Powerhouse, lst Battalion 503d Infantry, 2d Battalion 503d Infantry, A Btry and B Btry
3d Battalion 319th Artillery participated in Operation MACARTHUR. On 28 February 1968,
the 2d Bn 503d In! and the 3d Bn 503d Inf exchanged locations: 2d Bn 503d Inf going
to AD WALKER and the 3d Bn 503d In! going to AO MACARTHUR. During February, while
engaged in Operation MACARrHUR, Brigade units were involved in 48 incidents, 20 of
which were friendly initiated. The 1st Bn 503dd In! was OPCON to the 4th Inf Division
for the period 2-15 February 1968 and during this period the Battalion was involved
in 46 incidents, 19 of which were friendly initiated.

Results: 1 NVA KIA (BC. 071200 Feb 68. AR 985465 D/2/503 made contact with 5 NVA.

2. 161305 Feb 68: ZU 233837 C/2/503 made contact with an
estimated VC squad. Results: 2 VC KIA, 3 VC PW's.

1. 271535 Feb 68: ZA 202741 B/l/503 made contact with an
estimated NVA Company. Results: 4 NVA KIA (BC).

4. 03 Feb 68" AP 803975 C/l/503 contact with unknow size
element, initially engaged from the West, and Northwest, developed to the South and
Southwest. SA, AW and mortar fire, RPG-4 received, also one 12.7 HM observed firing

4
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from vie AP 031618. Indication show estLmated reinforced company by sector, covered,
type weapons, and volume of fire, -nipers in trees. Aircraft on resupply and dustoff
drew heavy fire. Results: 4 US WhI, 13 NVA KIA (BC), enemy initiated.

5. 05 Feb 68: AP 803795 C/D/1/503 received 70 rounds 60ws
and 82mm mortar fire from a 2300 ml AZ, enesV initiated. Results: 10 US WHA.

. 10 Feb 68: APF 754885 D/1/503 received SA and mortar fire
from -,n estimated Co size element, contact broken to the SW. Results: 1 US KHA, 6
US WHA, 12 NVA KIA (BC), enemy initiated contact broken late in the afternoon.

2. 12 Feb 68: ZU 248854 A/1/503 contact initiated with squad
of NVA preceded SW to hill vic ZU 247853 where estimated reinforced Co in du in

positioa along top of hill utilizing mortars and rockets. Action continued until
1810 hours. Results: 8 US KHA, 20 US WHA, negative enemy results, enemy initiated.

g. 14 Feb 68: ZU 258936 C/1/503 fire support base camp
attacked by ground, mortars, rockets, rifle grenades, SA and AW fron SE, E and NE
between 0051 and 0330 hours. First grnnd attack came supported by 6Om and 82an
mortars and rifle grenades, 60 placed inside wire perimeter, B-40 rocket launcher
along flank. NVA troops crawled thru the wire andoplaced sgtchel cahrges around the
area (neg damage). Mortars fired from an AZ of 40 and 125 at approximately 300
meters. Fighting continued until 0118 hours, then other small arms and AW fire cor-
tact broken at approximately 0330 hours. Estimated received 10 rounds B-40 rocket,
60 rounds mortar (60= and 82r). Counter-mortar, artillery, gunships and Spooky
employed. Results: 15 NVA KIA (BC), I US KHA, 7 US WHA (5 evacuated). NVA believed
to be 3d Co, 101st Bn, 33d Ragt by document readout. US initiated.

9. 031522 Mar 68: AR 852979 D/1/503 made contact with an
ostimated Co size enemy for~v. Results- 6 US KHA, 13 US WHA, enemy casualties un-
determined.

22. 031530 Mar 68: AR 854976 C/1/503 received AW and SA fire.
Results: I US KHA, 5 US WFt, 2 US MHA, enemy casualties undetermined.

ll. 031532 Mar 68: ZA 135767 C/3/503 made contact with an es-
timated reinforced NVA platoon. Results: 3 US KHA, 8 US WHA; 4 NVA KIA (BC).

2.. 041200 Mar 68: AR 852978 C/1/503 found 2 US MHA, atat-w
changed to IRA.

Ia. 041430 Mar 68: ZA 127762 B/3/503 found 3 NVA KIA, killed
by A/S or Artillery. Results: 3 NVA KIA (BC).

IL. 060935 Mar 68: ZA 212730 Southbound convoy ambushed by
an estimated NVA Co, employing AW, B-40, and mortar fire. 9-i7th Cay moved to assist,
employed A/S and Artillery. Rssults- 2 US KA, 6 US *IA; 4 NVA KIA (BC), 2 NVA PW
(WIA.).

i.. U71100 Mar 68: ZA 210715 E-l7th Cav made contact with an
unknown sie enemy force in bunkers. Firing continued until 1555H. Results S 14 NVA
KIA (BC).

lfi. 08"955 Mar 68: AR 845996 C/1/503 engaged 5 NVA fled NW.
C//503 pursued and engaged an estimated NVA Co vie AR 843997. A/S and Artllery
were employed. Contact was brokcn at 1600H. Results: 4 NVA KIA (BC), 7 NVA KIA
(Pose).

12. 141015 Mar 68t ZA 147943 D/3/503 made contact with an
estizmated Co size enemy force. At 141435, B/3/503 linked up with D/3/503. Contact
was broken at 141600. Results: 1 US KRA, 7 US WHA; 5 NVA KIA (BC).

I18. 151450 Mar 68: ZA 048982 C/l/503 received sniper fire in

5
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the aRea of an earlier contact. Contact was broken at 1715H. Results: 1 US KEU,, 1
US W]HA; 8 IN;A KIA (BC), 8 NVA KIA (Poss).

l3. 161.025 Mar 68: ZA 045985 C/1/503 made contact with a
squad force. Contact broken at 124OH. Results: 5 NVA KIA (BC).

2a. 160245 Mar 68: ZA 14.9940 D/3/503 received 11 rounds L mm
mortar fire. Results: 2 US KHA, 5 US WHA.

.1. 170800 Mar 68: ZA 038992 B/1/503 found 4 NVA KIA killed
as a result of probing actions on the perimeter on 16 arch. Results: 4 YVA EKIA (BC).

22. 170845 Mar 68: ZA 041988 B/1/503 searched a tunnel complex
which had been hit by airstrikes. Results: 35 NVA KIA (BC).

2./. 181548 Mar 68: Z3 034010 D/1/503 received mortar fire of
unknown caliber, SA, AW, rifle grenades and sniper tire from an estimated coupany size
force. Contact was broken 1742H. Results: I US KHA, 2 US WrA, 8 US Ift (Later found
7 US KA, 1 US recovered unhurt).

24,. 190405 Mar 68: ZA 154955 B & D/3/503 received ground. at-
tack by unknown size enemy force. Contact continued in the area until 191600.
Results: 16 US WHA; 1 UVA KIA (BC), 8 NVA KIA (Poss).

25. 211315 ; ar 68: ZA 153956 A'3/503 made contact with an
enemy ambush site. C/3/503 linked up with A/3/503 at the ambush site, received SA,
AW, B-40 M-79, and mortar fire. Results: 2 US KHA, 23 US WHA; 1 NVA KIA (BO)s 4
NVA KIA (Pose).

21. 166 Mar 68: ZA 151959 C/3/503 received heavy B-40 and
AW fire from estimated NVA Bn. Results: 3 US KHA, 5 US WHA; 3 EVA KIA (BC), 19 NVA
KIA (Pose).

Z. 231800 Mar 68" ZA 155962 C/3/50 engaged NVA in trees and
bunkers. Results: 4 NVA KIA (BC).

a. 241500 Mar 68" ZA 151960 A & C/3/503 received heavy AW
and SA fire from the W. Artillery and A/S were employed and contact was broken at
1730H. Results: 1 US KPA, 10 US WHAf 5 US '1KA (Later found 5 US KHA); 8 YVA KIA
(BC).

Z-. 261450 Mar 68: ZA 151992 A/1/503 received heavy A-47 fire
from the SW and from an es-imated 10 snipers. Fire conti-aed until 1555H. Results:
1 US ERA, 2 US WMA; 4 NVA KIA (BC).

(f) Terrain and Weathr:

i. T.g !in The area in this analysis is within he central
portion of the Annaite Mountain chain which includes the northwest port on of Pleiku
Province and tho aouthwest portion of Kontwui Provixce. Rugged, steep sloped mountans
prevail throughout the area. Wide plains are abundant between these mountains. Veg-
etation consists mainly of multi-canopied forest with dense undergrowth. The drainage
within the area is handled by the Sau River system which also provid, a good potential
avenues of movement.

Rugged mountains are found mainly in the northeast and northwest corners of the
area. These mountains ar. steeply (over 30%) sloped and severely discected by nuWr-
ous gullies. Average elevations are '-70 meters in the northwest to 880 meters in the
northeast. The highest elevation is 1,773 meters on Chu Mon Pay ct YA 956998. Local
relief in these mountain regions varies between 300 an] 500 meters.

H lls are rainly found surrounding the west centra2 mountains and along the east-,
arn border of Pleiku, Kontum Province. Average elevation within these hills regiua

COIF I El h" I AL
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is approximately 450 meters. The local relief in this foothills varies between 100
and 300 meters. The highest elevation is 671 inetels at YA 507512,

There are several large rolling to undulating plains generally found between the
rugged mountains. The largest plains are considered to be part of the Kontum Plateau.
This particular plateau extends approximately 20 kilometers north of Kontum and covers
all of Pleiku Province. Elevations in this plain vary between 400 and 800 meters with
600 meters being conon. Slopes in this plains area, are generally less than 10% but
scattered hills or low mountains slopes may be much steeper. This plain is widest
in the scutheast protion where it is 44 kilometers across; narrouest above Kontum.

Multi-canopied dense undergrowth forests are the predosinant type of vegetation.
Single layer discontinuous canopy forests are found interspread amongest the dense
undergrowth forests.

Brushwod can be found interspersed amongeut both the multi-canopied dense under
growth forests and the single layer discontinuous conopy forests.

Clear or sparsely vegetated areas are randomly distributed throughout, but appear
mostly in the rolling to undulating plains in the southeast. These areas are found
in greatest abundance in the vicinity of ZA 1756, ZA 2058, AR 8365, AR 8274 and
AR 9379.

Plantations are found mainly in the southeast corner and west of Kontum (ZA 2289).

Bamboo is present throughtout the area, but is only depicated on the map in the vic-
inity of YA 9077.

Rice cultivation is found mainly in the eastern half of the area in low lying
river valleys. However rice may be found in some valleys in the western half also.
R-ce paddies arist in abundance in tne vlinity of AR 8058, AR 8160, aurrounding the
city of Kontum (AR 7888) and in numerous smaller valleys.

. Weathe The climate is monsoonal in nature with two
major seasons; the southwest monsoon form mid-May to late September and northeast
monsoon from early November to mid-March. These two major seasons are separated by
two transitional periods; the spring transition, mid-March to mid-May, and autums
transition, late September to early November. A monsoon is a seasonal prevailing
wind.

The warm season occurs from March through May. High humidity months are May
through October. The cool season is November and December. Low humaidity months are
January through March. From March through May, increased temperatures will reduce
personnel capabilities. All air operations especially heliborne will be more rest-
ricted in payloads or perfc -ance than in cooler weather. High rumidity from May
through October will cause -reased rotting or mildewing of rubber, leather, cloth
or rope.

(g) Enemy's Order of Battle:

UNIT ESTIRATED STRENGTH LAST CONIRMD LOCATION DATE

33d NVA Regt 750 Southwest Ban Me Thout ?eb 68

95th B Regt 1350 Southwest Kontum Mar 68

407th Sapper Bn 500 Pleiku Province Mar 68

E-301 Bn 300 South of Ban Me Thout Feb 68

24th NVA Regt 850 ZA 0797 Mar 68

4th Bn 24th FIA Regt Unk Unk Unk

7
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5th Bn 24th NVA Regt Unk AR 878980 Mar 68

6th Bn 24th IVA Regt Unk Unk (Kontum Province) Mar 68

32d Regt 1050 Dak To Area Mar 68

66th Regt 170( Dak To (Withdrew Mar to Tri Border area)

2d Bn 174th Regt Unk ZA 1580 Mar 68

40th Arty Regt (Elements, Unk ZA 0595 Mar 68
possibably 200th Bn)

304th LF Bn 160 ZA 1896 Mar 68

407th Sapper Bn 250 East of Kontum City Mar 68

(2) Opeiatin CCHlIS :

(a) bnP~ aitmtj

. . gimz The 173d Airborne Brigade relieved the 3d
Brigade 4th Infantry Division azid ansumed operations in A Cochise on 30 March 1968.
Since the end of January 1968, the Bong Son area of operations has been the site of
increased enemy activity. The enemy does not fully control the area around Bong Son
because of the presence of friendly troops and efforts of the government's revolution-
ary development program. Intel ligence hes reported the following units within the
BoLg Son area or close enough to have influence upon the COCHISE area of operations.

f,. F- L iuppz jw.its NT3 'V- Division

a. 38 th NVA Regiment

_. 22d VC Regiment

d. 2nd VC Regiment

98th N1VA Engineer Bn

f. 2C0th NVA AD Bn

Z. 300th NVA Artillery i3n

h 551st NVA Singal Bn

. 500th NVA Transportation En

4. 600th NVA Medical Bn

]. 300th NVA Sapper Bn

1. 36th VC Sapper Bn (I)

M. 50th VC Infantry Dn (LF)

n. E 210th VC Infantry Bn (LF)

£. 407th Sapper Bn

j. = I RTitU~ nd Wenkynmaes:

a. The enemy is vulnerable to sustained fritndly opGrat-
Ions.
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b. The enemy is vulnerable to air and artillery retal- a
iation as well as being observed by air.

1. The enemy is prone to hunger and illness living in the
jungle.

4. Psychological warfare will no doubt have some effect
on the enemy.

EBB=as~ CapabiIi ti An:

.. The enemy has carried out increasing small scale at-
tacks gaining a certain degree of success, allowing him to cause friendly casualties
at a minimum risk to his forces. He can be expected to continue these operations.

b. The enemy can be expected to continue his interdic- I
tion of lines of communication, mining of routes of communications, and sabotage
operations against pipelines and attacks against isolated outposts.

c. The movement of a large number of airoraft into an
area would offer a lucrative target for an enemy mortar attack, and be could be ex-
pected to use this opportunity to employ his mortars and recoilless rifles since this
type of attack would involve the least &nount of risk to his forces. 5

4. The location of the ?th nd 9th En 22 3aqt nagL 9d
ard q7th Rn 2nd VQ Regiment indicate the probability of a battalion size attack en
Phu 11y District Headqtarters end ARVN installations.

_. With recent reports of a buildup of a battalion size
f''sto La h ,,uth of An Kh : the enemy wl in all probmbility launch a full scale
attack upon isolated autpowtg around An Khe or possible Camp Radcliff/An Khe Itself
In the neAn amruture.

S Tuy A and Heiu Xuong remain as likely targets for
company and battalion size attacks.

1. Rice gathering units can be expected to enter Phy Tuy,
Phu Cat and Tuy Hoa Districts to collect taxes from the people after harvest.

h. Propaganda lectures, drafting and kidnapping of civil-
ians and laborers, continued infiltration and harrassing activity is expected to
continue within Binh Dinh.

j. Possible major attack on Qui Nhon by a mlti-battalion
size force.

j. Combat Efficiency (Binh Dinh Province, AO Walker and
Cochise): In Binh Dinh Province, the 18th NVA Regt was primarily concerned with op-
erations In southeastern Phu Cat District. The 2d VC Regt is continuing operations
in the upper Phu My Valley with elements of the 22th NVA Regt. Primary interest still
appears to be directed against GVN secured areas in the Phu Cat and Phu My Valley area.
Due to information gathered from recent PW's, it is believed that replacements are
coming into Binh Dinh Province along with supplies. tnemy units have remained out of
ma.or contacts with allied units for some time. It is felt that enemy units within
Binh Dinh Province will wait until they are up to strength and have the equipment and
supplies before cozsitting themselves to a large scale attack.

(b) igsalfteant Contart,:

,. 051145 Apr 68: BR 963901 C/2/503 found a small VC hospftal.
6 NVA/VC POW's were captured in the area.

. 171245 Apr 68: BR 683820 LT Team B observed 8 VC moving
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4. Artillery was adjusted into the area resulting in 6 VC KIA (Poss).

1 181750 Apr 68: BS 958001 B/i/50 made contact with an
unknown size enemy for-e during a village search. Results: 3 NVA KIA (BC).

4. 231835 Apr 68: BR 834580 LRP Team C observed 10 VC moving
west, carrying rucksacks. Artillery was fired in the area resulting in 10 VC KIA
(Pass).

5. 261325 Apr 68: BR 745757 A/3/503 engaged 10-12 NVA with
SA and AW fire. Results. 3 NVA KIA (BC).

6. 281210 Apr 68: BR 743745 A/3/503 engaged 10-20 NVA with
SA and AW fire. Results: 5 NVA KIA (BC).

(c) Tnirain airi Weather:

Ejd :sng Son (BR In the northern part of Binh Dinh
Prov-ince the principal urban area is Bong Son (BR 8796). In the flat seasonally in-
undated coastal plains, there are three low mountain spurs with numerous adjacent
hills and hill locks The louiand plains grade westward into rolling plain:., foot-
hills, and then into steep heavily dissected mountains. The terrain becomes increas-
ingly rugged from east to west. The predominant vegetation is rice cultivation in
the low lands and .dght to sense undergrowth in the hills and ..ountains. There are
numerous valleys which facilitate movement; however, all expedient movement is rost-
ricted to existing trains, ruads, and waterways.

The priz;icpas avenuot of movemenL are in a north-scuth direction. The coastal
lowlands area 15 a preferred avenue of movement to rugged western mountains. Inthe
south avenues of movement are broad with numerous alternate routea, but to the north
they become constriited 'aid the alter-Ated route become limited. Expedient movement
in the coastal lowlands in a north-3outh dirertion would be to the east of and para-
llel to Route 1. Concealed movement would probably be north along the Suoi Ca River
Valley (BR 802654) to the Nuoc Lang River (BR 701875) Valley and then along the Kin
Son River Valley (BR 818899). The An Hal River Valley (BR 768669) is a major avenue
of movement from the north to either the south via the K m Son River Valley (BR 818
899) or to the ea3t along the Lal Giaeng River Valley (BR 862942). The Kim Son River
Valley (BR 818899) affords many good avenues of movement from east to west through
the Nuoc Tuong (BR 701875), uoi Tim (BR 684829) and S Lon (BR 773838) River Valleys.
Acconpanying trails allows movement further west to the Suoi Kon River Valley (BR
593831) in the extrene west. The Eon River Valley (PR 587662) is the only major
north-south avenue of movement in the west.

b. The steep slopes encountered in these rugged areas
are obstacles to movement. Swollen rivers and streams also present an obstacle to
movement In these areas. Avenues of movement in the coastal plains are unrestricted
in all directions; however, flooding in the wet season will present some problems to
mnvement. The numerous streams and canals in this area will also present an obstacle
to movement.

2. *he

_. Existing situation: From mid-March to mid-May, the
Spring Transition period begins. The gradual shifting of the winds from a north-
epsterly to a southwest direction causes conditions to improve. Weather is gener-
ally good except for frequent o curances of morning fog. Visibilities will be recuc-
ed until approximately 0900 hours. By the end of Mav the Southwest Monsoon again
begins to dominate the province.

_. Effects on enemy courses of action: During the Spring

Transition period the cloud -eltling lifts, allowing aerial reconnaissance and
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surv6illance, but during those periods when clouds, fog and occasional light rain
exists most of the hill masses will be hidden and valleys will be difficult to ob-
serve. Foot movement will be good to excellent during this period enabling the
enemy to move faster, erdhanclng his ability to attack and withdraw to cover and con-
-. Inent virtually undetected.

. Effects on friendly courses of action: The Spring
Transition period enhances friendly air capability by allowing increased air obser-
vations aiid aerial troop movenent. Roads are at their best conditions allowing move-
ment of bulk suppligs and equipment with a minimum of effort. Foot movement in at
its best w_1th the rJvers and streams at a low level enhancing our ability to ford and
pursue the enemy.

(d) Enemy's Digaosijtnn:
T LAST CONFIRMED LOCATION DATE

3 NVA Division 6000 Lifnk Unk

HQ & Spt Units NT3 NVA Div 450 DR 8371 Mar 68

HQ & Spt Units, 18th Regt 275 BR 9251 Jan 68

7th NVA Ba 18th Regt 300 BR 9353 Jan 68

8th NVA Ba 18th Regt 200 BR 9735 Feb 68

9th NVA Bn 18th Regt 225 BER 9238 Jan 68

.2 d 'W;A egL 1300 B' 7162 Apr 68

7th hVA En 22d Regt 260 BR 8280 Apr 68

8th NVA Bn 22d Regr. 300 DR 9596 Apr 68

9th NVA Bn 22d Regt 270 BR 8887 Apr 68

2d VC Ragt 1100 BR 8566 Apr 68

93d VC Bn 2d VC Regt 240 BR 7377 Apr 68

95thV Bn 2d VC Regt 180 BR 7667 Apr 68

97th VC En 2d W, Regt 270 BR 6880 Apr 68

200th NVA AD Bn NT3 300 ES 7315 Jun 7

90th NVA Engr Bn N-3 200 BR 9095 Apr 67

30OTh NVA Arty Bn NT3 300 BR 9275 Jun 67

500th NVA Trans Bn NT3 335 BS 7910 Aug 67

551st NVA Sig Bn iT3 337 BR 8069 Jan 68

600th NVA Med Bn NT3 100 Kon River Area Apr 67

300th NVA Sapper Bn W3 230 BR 7863 Apr 68

36th V Sapper Bn (LF) 125 CR 1531 Jan 68

50th VC Infantry Bn (LF) 100 CR 0125 Jan 68
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E-21Oth VC Infantry Bn (LF) 150 CR 0523 Feb 68

417th Sapper Bn 350 Located in Western Binh Din Province

(e) _ Extensive use was made of the 74th Infantry
(LRP) in Operation Cochise during the month of April. A total of 19 LRP operatione
were conducted. The mission assigned to the teams was generally that of trail watch-
ing in areas of suspected enemy activity. Secondary missions of bomb damage assess-
ment and artillery assessment were also assigned, In conjunctions with these missions,
the LRP teams adjusted artlllerj fire on observed enemy personnel on thirteet, occas-
ions and directed three airstrikeso The LRP killed 2 NVA/VC (BC) and had 9 possible
kills. In additicn, 16 NVA/VC were possibly killed by LRP adjusted artillery. Six
of the patrols were combined ARVN LRP/US LRP operations, These patrols proved to be
highly instructivo and profitable and will be continued in the future. Based upon
observation of the LRP teams, several battalion size operations were conducted in the
AO.

(f) D%.lU asu s Adoptad with Reagong RAsar On En^= Sit-
uatiof During the reporting period, extremely close coordination was effected be-
tween intelligence gathering agencies and Brigade reaction forces to ensure ranid re-
sponse to changes in the enemy situation. Operation Velvet Hammer was initiated on
11 April 1968, as a result of intelligence gathered during the first week of Brigade
operations in the AO. On two occasicns, the 2/503d In!" conducted operations in the
vicinity of the Tiger Mountains, guided in part by agent reports and other intelli-
gence sources. Exploitation of the agent met established by 1/50th Inf (Mech) re-
sulted in the seizure of nearly 7 tons of rice which otherwise would have been used
to feed NVA/VC forces in the area. APD end Infra-red were used to detect the pres-
ence of enemy troops in the AO. based upon these indications, artillery concentrat-
ions, naval gunfire, and atrstrikes were directed into enemy areas. Whenever possi-
ble, these fircs were followt:d up "by groutid trovpa who ssessed the dsmage. Also
artillery and airstrikes were sucessfully employed against targets of opportunity
reported by the *.RP. On several occasions, LRP sightings were the basis for comitt-
ing company size for .es in the .10.

(3) QRftliu _i At .

(a) Fnemy SLtuALion Prior to OperAtion Walker: The h Sapsz
J. and the t5Ih a, both mair. force VC units, were the major enemy forces opposing
Camp Radcliff and the AN KRE area. For the most part they generally operated out-
side the TAOR with the JD7Jhk.a operating primarily North of Highway 19 end Rn
operating to the South of Highway 19. These units were not permanently located with-
in the AN KI-E area. Both units operated within the TAOR only long enough to conduct
an attack and then immediate]y wilthdrew t. a sanctuary outside the TAOR out of art-
illery range. The Ni t. had its base in the KONTUM area. The
operated generally in the PLEIKU area. A local VC force made up of platoon and squad
size units operated in the general vicinity of AN KHE and along Highway 19. These
units are the AN TUC Local Fcmce and the AN KHE guerrilla force.

The L t h has moved into the TAOR with the mission of inter-
Ed--ting Highway 19 between AN KNE (Checkpoint 26) and the Mang Yang Pass. With the
insertion of the 4th 9 NVE 9gtB t the Lh XharA n and H15th Rn have
been relatively inactive in the area,

(b) PAenh.rit AC nn WeAns.

( . Thc enemy is vulnerable to air and artillery retaliation
as well as observation by air in some areas of the TAOR.

Reent success by US troops, 1-503d Infantry and elements
of the 1-69th Armor make the enemy vulnerable to psychological operations.

(c) IA
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. The enemy can conduct a limited ground attack on Camp
Radcliff supported with crew served weapons.

2. The enemy can conduct attacks on isolated posts with at
least a company size force.

3. The enemy can conduct isolated mining, sabotage and terr-

orist activities against outpost within the AO along Highway 19.

(d) Sirniticant Contacts:

1, 090914 Feb 69, BR 279459 convoy ambushed by 8-10 enemy
personnel. Enemy ambush site was engaged by C/3/503d Inf, searched the area and
found 4 NVA KIA (BC).

f. 091321 Feb 68: BR 275457 B/3/503d Inf made contact with
unknown size enemy force waiting in ambush. Results: 1 NVA KIA (BC).

2. 091000 Mar 68: BR 339459 !,'2/503d Inf found 2 VC KIA,
killed by SA fire. Results: 2 VC KIA (BC).

.. 10 Apr 68: A/l/503d ,-f 2 companies (-), 1-69th Armor re-
acted to an ambush on Highway 19 by 5th Bn 95 B Regiment. Air and artillery support-
ed. Results" 46 NVA (BC) and 4 NVA PW.

(e) Te in and Weather:

i. l !atA Relief was characterized by high mountains with
dense undergrowth with triple canopy in certain areas throughout the AO. Streams were
generally fnll throughout the AO with the main river flowing SSW, with its source in
the Northern portion of the AO. Cultivated fields are found throughout the AO, esp-
ecially around AN KHE. Trails are nmerous throughout the AO and were jenerally well
used. Because of the wide area for maneuver end the unlimited staging areas available
to the enemy, he can easily avoid contact, engaging US forces only on his own terms.
Highway 19 bisecting the TAOR frc the East to the West, is unpaved but passable.
There are two mountain passes on each side of the AO.

Z. Wantha 2 Generally the weather was fair and warm with
temperatures ranging from a high of 85 degrees to a low of 60 degrees. Winds were
from the East at 5-8 knots. Sky conditions werm generally scattered clouds at 2500
feet with some morning fog, clearing around 0900 hours. Visibility was from 6-7 miles
during tLe mid-morning to late afternoon. Rainshowers were sparCe and normally began
in the late afternoon and terminated in the early morning hours.

(f) a-m.a Order of Battla: The following is a list representing

the enem's order of battle,

UNIT & STR SU-UNITS LOCATION 1*7APOKS
407th Sapper Bn lt Co. AKA 41st, Pleiku Province 3-81mn Mortars
STR: 200 K40 2-60mm Mortars

2d Co, AKA 42d, K50 3-57mm RR's
31 Co, AXA 3d, D60 3-B-40 RL's
4th Co, AKA 44th, 26-AK-47's
K70 (82mm Mortars) 46-CKC Carbines

5th Co, AKA 45th, 9-.PD LMG,
K80 2-Auto Riflme

B-15 LF Bn Cl Co, AKA 316 Pleiku Province 82mm Mortars
STR: 400 C2 Co, AKA 317 60= Mrtars

C3 Co, AKA 318 75s RR's
C4 Co, AKA 319 M, SM, SA

13
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4th Bn 95 B NVA Regt 1st Co Between An Khe Unknown
STR: 250 2d Co and the Mang Yang

4th Co Pass

5th Bn 95B NVA Regt 4 Co's VC Valley (Binh 82mm Mortars
STR: 200 Dinh-Pleiku Prov)

124th Mortar Co
STR: Unk Ulnk Unk 4-82mm Mortars

D-26 LF Co Unk Southwest of AO Unk
STR: 87 Walker

(4) 0or~tton BOLIING:

(a) Sna Sitition

1. o Since 1 February 1968, the BOLLING Area of
Opsrmtifs has been the site of increased enemy activity. The enemy doea not fully
control the area around TUY HOA City because of the presence of friendly troops plus
an aggressive revolutionary development program which has reduced the hold by the
enemy on the population. Recently, reliable agents have reported the following units
within the tUY HDA area or close enough to have influence upon the BOLLIC Area of
Operations. These units are:

a. Hk, 5th NVA Division

(Total Approximate Strength: 28W)

b. 95tb NVA Regiment
(Total Approximate Strength: 900)

C. Ith Battalion 95th NVA Regiment
(Total Approximate Strength: 100)

d. 5th Battalion 95th NV,. Regiment
(Total Approximate Strength' 150)

e. 6th Battalion 95th NVA Regiment
(Total Approximate Strength: 200)

. 1 NVA Regiment
(Total Approximate Strength: 905)

C. 95th Artillery Regiment
(Yotal Approximate Strenth: 150)

h. 30h Helm Tome (.'Y) Battalion
(Utal Approximate Strength: 200)

1. 85th Local Fora (LF) Bsala1e
(Total Approximate Strength: 150)

i-65 Tngineer (Sapper) Company

(Total Approximate Itrength: 80)

K-76 Engineer (Sapper) Company
(Total Approximate Strength: 90)

A. The supply system of the enemy flows from west to east

and can be best interdicted on the western edge of PHU YEN Province.

14
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1. The major weakness of the enemy is his inability to
maintain contact due to his marginal logistics system.

£. Recent successes by US, ROK and ARVN troops (4-503d
Infantry) reflects the vulnerability of the NVA to psychological operations. The
theme of the psychological operations should be to surrender to the ARVN and the dir-
ection of surrender should be given in the broadcast/leaflets.

E. nemy Capabilities:

. Continue to build up their units through infiltration,
recruitment and conscription. Recent reports indicate that the 5th NVA Division has
received replacements and is nearing the posture to launch offensive operations.

. Attack installations and friendly forces in northern
central PHU YEN Province with up to 4 combat effective battalions. These 4 battal-
ions would consist of the 4th, 5th, and 6th Battalions of the 95th NVA Regiment and
the 85th Local Force (LF) Battalion. The 30th Main Force (WF) Battalion is not
believed to be presently combat effective. Attack in ceitral and southern PHU YEN
Province with the same combat battalions as listed; however, this effort iLi south
PHU YEN could be reinforced by the 18B NVA Regiment. This would bring the strength
of the enemy force to 7 combat battalions.

.. Continue harassment, terrorist and uncoventional war-
fare activities throughout the province. The pontoon bridge at CQ 201351 is a target
of particular interest as is the large bridge across the SONG BA River at TUY HOA.

do Conduct battalion sized attacks reinforced by local
forces on weakly defended district headquarters and outposts.

j. Reinforce the TUY HOA Valley area with elements of the
18B NVA Regiment withir. 5 days.

1. Combat Efficiency (PHU YEN Province, AO BOLLING): In
PHU YEN Province, the 85th LF B is apparently regrouping and attempting to rebuild
its combat effectiveness for continuing operation's in TUY AN District. The heavy
casualties inflicted on the llth h__JA and Itth (kU 6th) Ens, 25th NVA Rer in
early April 1968 by ARVN/ROK forces southwest of TOY HOA City has seriously impaired
the combat effectiveness of these Bn's. The 12th Bn. 95th Re , has remained out of
contact and is believed to be rebuilding its combat potential in northwestern TUY HOA
District. The 30th MF Bn will probably continue to conduct limited, small scale har-
assing operations in eastern HIEU XUONG District.

(b) Summary of O erAtion In February Brigade Headquarters (-),
4th Bn-503d Inf, C and D Btry 3d Bn-319th Artillery, E Troop, 17th Cav and D Company
16th Armor participated in Operation BOLLING through 7 February. On 7 February Brigade
Headquarters (-) and E Troop 17th Car joined other Brigade Forces in Operation
MACARTHUR. From 8-29 February 1968 the 4th Bn 503d Infantry, C and D Btry 3d Bn 319th
Atrillery and D Company 16th Armor participated in Operation BOLLING during which
they were involved in 47 incidents, 30 of which were friendly initiated. The Brigade
line up in Operation BOLLING remained the same throughout the month of March. The
largest contact on 4 March was made by D-16th Armor when they smashed two enemy bat-
talions (5_th Bn 95th NVA Regt and the 85th VC Bn) which had attacked the 47th ARVN
Headquarters at TO- NOA. Over 200 enemy soldiers were killed in the combined FWMAP
operation.

(c) Sin4fint Contactst:

.. 060315 Feb 68. CQ 1548 A/4/503 sighted 4 VC outside of
their perimeter and took them under fire. Results: 1 VC KIA (BC).

o. 061145 Feb 68: CQ 051492 C/4/503 sighted and engaged 1 VC

wearing khakis and rucksack moving NNE. Results: 1 NVA KIA (BC)
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. 1.10300 Feb 68: CQ 047435 C/4/503 ambushed 2 VC. Resultst
2 VC KIA (BC).

A4. 041210 Mar 68: CQ 159t71 L- 6.h Armor reinforced the 47th
ARVN Regt in contact with two battalions. Contact contin"WO until 043.930. Results:

5 US KIA, 16 US WHA, 2 US MHA: 137 NVA KA (BC).

2. 121100 Mar 68: CQ 102988 D-16th Armor had one M3l3 hit
a mine. Area was searched and several VC were engaged. Results: 4 US WHA; 2 VC
KIA (BC).

. 181215 Mar 68: CQ 045446 A/4/503 observed 10 VC in 'ae
open. Artillery, airstrikes, and gunships were called. Results: 4 VC KIA (BO).

7. 042350 Apr 68: E/4/503 made contact with estimated 45 VC/
NVA vic CQ 046466. Results: I VC/NVA KIA (BC).

). 06 Apr 68: A/4/503 fired on 15 VC with weapons. ResultstI VC KIA (BC).

2. 072050 Apr 68: CQ 053393 A/4/503 made contact with 8 VC
while moving to an ambush site. Results: 2 VC KIA (BC).

7. 171334 Apr 68: C/4/503 sighted one NVA Co digging into
their front. Artillery and A/S cnlled. Results: 1 NVA KIA (BC), I AK-47, I 81mm
mortar CIA.

11. 171436 Apr 68: CQ 8844 D-16th Armor while escorting a con-
voy received SA from both sides of the road, head track destroyed by a mine. Artillery I
.ad A/S supported. Results: 1 US 1*A, I AP destroyed, 5 VC/WVA ::-IA (BC).

(d) Tarna a thei:

. Tavenl The area of interest is located in PHU MN Prey-

inns and is bounded by coordinates BQ 7000, BQ 7060, CQ 1060 and CQ 3000. The east-
ern boundary is the South China Sea. Three-fourths of the area is mountanious and
forested. Most of the remainder of the area is flat ad used either for cultivatici
of rice, or other lowland crops. Along tbb coast therw are rolling hills and sand ]
dunes except where the mountain out croppings meet the sea. Since most of the area
consists of mountains and hills, there is no drainage Droblem. The major drainage
system is formed by the DA RANG or oONG BA River and*& tributaries. This river
traverses the center of the AO from west to east, (BQ 7039 - CQ 6346). The tribut-

aries flow generally north - south depending upon their location relative to the
SONG BA. The river empties into the South China Sea. Vegtation in the plains areais predominently rice fields. Further inland, dense broadleaf evergreen forest covers

the mountain ridges with canopy rising in excess of 80 feet. Interprovincial Route
7B and Route 1 are the main lines of coumunication in the area.

_2. Mathar The month of November, December and January are
months of the Northeast Monsoon season in the area of operations. Surface winds
during the period will prevail from the north-northeast. Wind speeds range up to 16
knots. Winds gusting to 30 knots may be expected in the imediate vicinity of thunder-
storms, along exposed locations during strong northeasterly flow, and area under the
influence of typhoons or tropical stroma. Calm conditions are observed most frequently
during night and early morning hours.

Precipitation from mid-December to March is light to moderate showers that occur
in the mornings in the area of operations. Periods of three to five days without rain
are common during the period. Cloudiness during the period includes considerable
cloudiness in the 1ornings with ceilings below 1000 feet coyun in the exposed valleys.
In general, the afternoons along the coast are partly cloudy with most clouds above
2000 feet. The major effect of clouds on operations will occur during the early or
mid-morning hours in the exposed coastal area. Temperatures will range from 80 to
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70 degrees along the coast and from 88 to 6D degrees in the interior. Relative
humidities are high throughout the year. Mean monthly zelative humidities are with-
in the range of 70 to 90 percent. In the northeast monsoon the humidity along the
northeast coast is about 91 percent.

(e) The following is a list representing the enemy's order of
battle-,

UNIT & STR S DATE & LOCATICN

5th NVA Div (FwD) 95th NVA Regt Unlocated N/A
STR: Unk

5th NVA Div (MAIN) 95th NVA Regt BQ 877238 (Div Hq) See Subordinate units
STR: 2200 18B NVA Regt Dec 67

Support Units

95th NVA Ragt 4th Bn BQ 9953 6-82= Mortars I
STR: 675 5th Bn Apr 68 60mn Mortars

6th Bn -. 6-12.7mm AAMG's
95th Arty Bn 75mm RR's

B-40 RL's
K-51 Rifles
K-56 Rifles

AK-4 Rifles
SKS's

4-5o cal HMG's
LMG1s

6-DKZ8s

4th Bn 95th Regt lt Co CQ 0242 15-MG '
STR: 60 2d Co Apr 68 27-AR's

3d Co 6-82mm Mortars
4th Co 3- RRIs

27-B8-40 RL's
27-T65 (GL)

5th Bn 95th Regt 5th Co CQ 0051 15-MG's
STR: 150 6th Co Apr 68 27-AR's

7th Co 6-82mm Movtars
8th Co 3-RR's

27-B-40 RL's
27-T65 (BL)

6th Bn 95th Regt 9th Co CQ 0347 4-M1945 M's
STR: 60 10th Co Apr 68 3-75mm RR's

11th Co 3-82mm Mortars
12th Co 9-MG 's (Chicou)27-B-40 RL's

30th MF Bn 1st Co CQ 0821 3-60=. Mortars
STR: 150 3d Co Apr 68 4-12.7 M I'a

5th Co 3-57 RR's
7th Co 2-8-40 RL's
9th Co Various Small Arms

85th LF Bn DK-2 Co CQ 0461 81=. Mortars
STRL 150 DK.-4 Co Apr 68 60mm Mortars

DK-6 Co 57. RR's
DK-8 Co HGs
or (poss Ist 30 Cal Mc's
thru 5th Co) Individual Weapons
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K-65 Engr (Sapper) Co's Unk CQ 0347 341ARs
STR: 80 Poss 5 Co's Apr 68 9-B-4O RL's

15-AK-47's
24-CKC 's
75 Kilo TNT
Hand Grenades

K-76 Engr (Sapper) Unk Unk AX-47' 3
STR: 90 CKC's

AROS
B-40 RL's
BAR's
Ea pit has 20 anti-per mines
Co has at least 150 kilo of TNT
at all time

377B LF Co Unk Unk Unk
STR: Unk

95th Arty Bn H-14 CO EP 8634 4-120am Mortars
68th Regt 7th Co Mar 68 4-75mm RR's
STR: 125 8th Co 20-S?'s

21-A-47'
37-SKS's

b. Enery personnel losses for the reporting period were as follows:

OPN OFN OPN OFN BRIGADE

BOLLING WALKR MACA.RT COCHISE TOAL

NVA/VC KIA (BC) 196 24 240 77 557

NVA/VC KIA (POS) 28 8 56 43 135

NVA/VC PW 16 2 9 i1 38

Civil Defendants 30 4 21 54 109

Returnees 0 1 0 2 3
c. Enemy equipment/supplies/installation losses for the reporting

period were as follows:

OPN OPN OPN OPN BRIGADE
BOLLING WAIKER M COCHISE TOTA

AK-47 rifles 67 3 54 3 127

A-50 riflee 0

SS 2 6 10 9 27'

M16 3 0 1 2 6

Carbines 6 0 2 11 19

BAR 0 0 3 2 5

Mauser Rifles 0 0 0 5 5
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OPU OPt OFN OPN BRIGADE
BEOLLING '.AIZER MkCOARHi{UR COCHISE TOTAL

M-1 Rifles 2 1 0 0 3

1908 Springfield 1 0 0 0 1

12 Ga. Shotgun 0 0 1 1 2

.30 Cal Rifles 0 0 1 0 1

7.62 French 0 1 0 0 1

50 Sub AG 0 0 1 0 1

DPM w 0 0 1 0 1

RPD LMG 12 0 8 1 21

Chicom SM 0 0 0 2 2

M-2 Sf, 0 0 0 2 2

M-60 0 0 0 1 1

MAT 49 0 0 0 1 1

B-40O t Launcher 3 0 7 0 10

US LAW 0 0 0 1

60r Mortars 0 0 3 0 3

82mm Mortars 1 0 0 0 1

57rm RR 5 0 0 0 5

A:OJNITION. IL.~ ~ S~.

Small Arms Rds 913 1265 14790 6974 19,466

Hand Grenades 41 71 247 22 364

M-79 Rounds 2 0 37 23 62

60mm Mortar Rds 2 10 55" 0 562

82nm Mortar Rds 0 36 48 52 136

6Omm Fuzes 0 U 29 0 29

60mm Charges 0 0 25 0 25

Firing Devices 0 0 2 0 2

Satchel Charges 108 3 0 111

122rrm Rkt Rds 0 0 58 0 58

120 Mtr Rcis 0 0 50 0 50

Mines 0 26 2 2 30
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CPN 04HN OPN OPN BiRIGADE
BOLN WL- MAC;RTHUR COGHISE T~Ykl,

Traps 0 20 0 0 20

TNT, lbs 0 0 50 0 50

B-40 Rkts 8 1 26 3 38

12.7mm Rds 0 0 36 0 36

Blasting Caps 10 0 248 0 258

B&ngalore Torpedues 0 0 10 0 10

75rm Rds 0 0 9 16 25

Concussion Grenades 0 0 3 0 3

Claymore Mines 0 1 4 0 5

Fuze Lighters 0 0 64 0 64

VC Stick Grenades 0 3 0 0 3

AW Magazines 11 0 0 18 29

Det Cord, ft. 50 0 0 0 50

Trip Flares, boxes 0 1 0 0 1 if
INSTALLATON

Huts 31 128 15 2 175

Bunkers 53 103 39 0 195

Tunnels 3 13 3 0 19

AA Pans 0 0 2 0 2

Rice, Ibs 25,460 2,400 18,664 190,445 236,969

Salt, lbs 0 0 85J 0 85j

Grain, lbs 0 100 2,190 0 2,290

Rucksack 05 2 156 i 204

VN Piasters 0 0 $1,740 0 $1,740

Web Belts 6 0 2 0 8

Gas Mask 0 0 29 8 37

Utensils 0 0 153 150 303

Uniforms 0 0 8 0 8
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OPN OPN OPN OPN BRIGADE
BOLUMACARTHUR COCHISE T

Ponchos 3 0 17 4 29

Hammocks 6 0 7 1 14

Helmet 0 0 1 8 9

Clothing, lbs 10 30 413 910 1363

Field Jacket 1 0 2 0 3

Marijuana, bushels 0 0 1 0 1

Tobacco, lbs 0 220 0 0 220

Rice Grinding Hachine 0 3 0 0 3

Crosabows 0 3 0 0 3

Pumji Stakes 0 7000 0 0 7000

Codine Pills 47 0 0 0 47

Sandbags 0 300 0 0 300

Canteen 2 0 1 0 3

Medical Suppies, lbs 0 0 176 42 218

Batteries 0 0 0 76 76

DocJments, lbs 5 1 15 82 103

Printing Press 0 0% 0 1 1

PRC-25 0 0 0 1 1

Entrenching Tool 0 0 59 4 63

7 1 50 Binoculars 0 0 0 2 2
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4. Combat OUrations:

In February the ist Battalion 503d Infantry and A Battery 3d Battalion 319th
Artillery engaged in Operation MACARTHUR terminated operations in AO Relief which had
been controlled by Task Force PO.EHOUSE at Camp Enari (Pleiku) and began the movement
to Ban Me Thout. As the lt Battalion 503d Infantry and A Dattery 3d Battolion 319th
Artill r. withdrew into Camp Enari for helilift to Ban Me Thout they were released
from OPCON to TF POWERHOUSE and assigned under the control of Colcw-el Herry A. Bprber
III, Senior Advisor, 23d ARVN Division to reinforce the 8th ARVN Cavalry, 45th ARVN
Regiment and 23d Ranger Battalion in Ben Me Thout. TF POJERHOUSE (-) remained at Camp

Enari and prepared for future operationand the released lt Bn 503d iLf was helilifted
from Camp Enari to Ban Me Thout over the 2d, 3d and 4th of February, At 0900 on 5
February the 2d Bri 503d Inf and B Btry 3d Bn 319th Arty were released from the OPCON
2d Bde, 4th Inf Div and returned to the control of TF POWERHOUSE. The 2d Bn 503d Inf
then moved from Duc Co to Camp Enari on 5 & 6 February. With the arrival of the 2d
Bn 503d Inf and the assumtion of OPCON of the 2d - 1st Cay, Task Force POWERHOUSE
commenced search and destroy oper-tions in AO Julian on 7 February with a series of
Co~any size combat assaults and eitablishment of Fire Support Base "Pat" (vie AR980
450) to contain B-3-319th Arty. D-2-503d Inf after learing their landing zone killed
5 NVA and captured 1 PW, 3 AK-47's, 3 14G and 1 B40 RL in a series of snall skirmishes
throughout the afternoon. On 8 February the 173d Airborne Brigade (-) closed the
Brigade Hs area in Suoi Do (vie BR037545) and assumed control of the 2d Dn 503d Inf
from Task Force POWERHOUSE. E Troop 17th Cav arrived with the Brigade and assumed
the mission of Brigade security and reaction force. Task Force 173d Abn Bde axso
assumed control of 2d of lt Cay which continued its road security operations in the
Suoi Do area. The 2d of let Cay escorted convoys on Highway 14 and 19 between Kontum
and Pleikna during daylight.

From 8 to 14 Feb Tasi. Force 173d Abn Bde (-) conducted searsh and destroy
operations in AO Julian '.ith alsost negative incidents except for contact with cn
occassional small band of VC/hVA and discovery of a few small food anA ayammnition
caches. 2 - Ist Cay and E Troop 17th Cay escorted large t.uc; convoys between YontuC
and Pleiu without trouble except for isolated mine incidento resulting in light
damage.

On 15 February Task Force 173d Abn Bde (-) terminated operations in AO Julian
and concenced redeployment by air to Ban He Thout East where the 1st Bn 503d Inf was
operating. A. C and D-2-503d Inf, B-3-319th Arty (-) and elements of the 1?3d Abn
Bde Tactical Opertions Center Command Post deployed by C-130 aircraft from New Pleiku
Airfield to Ban Me Thout East. The remainer of the Task Force closed Carp Enari from
Suoi Do and the 2d-lst Cay was released from the Brigade's control. Wih the arrival
of TF 173d Abn Bde (-) at Ban Me Thout the 1st Bn 503d Inf and A-3-319ta Arty were
returned to Brigade control* two Mobile Strike Forces (under USSF Comaand) were placed
OPCON to IF 173d Abn Bde (-I. The Brigade (-) then commenced search and destroy oo-
erations siuth of Ban Me Thout with 2 Battalions of Infantry, 2 Mobile Strike Forces,
2 batteries of 105mm (How) in support and E Troop 17th Cav as the Brigade reaction and
security force. From 18 to 23 February the Briade conducted vigorious search and
destroy operations with negative contact except for two food cache discoveries of 1500
pounds of grain and 14,500 pounds of rico.

The lst Bn 503d Inf was airlifted for- Ban Me Thout East t. Kontum City on 24
February by direction of IFF1 due to heavy contacts the let Bn 22d Inf had been having
and became OPCOV to the let of 22d Inf. The 2d Bn 503d Inf continued search nd de-
story operations south of Ban Me Thout with neg-;tive contact. Task Force 1731 Abn Bde
(-) moved by air from Ban Me Thout East to Camp Enari and assumed cfntrol of the 1st

Bn 503d Inf and let 1n 22d Inf. The 2nd Bn 503d Inf terminated operations and mo':-d to
Ban Me Thout East for deployment by air to Kontum. USSF MobilA Strike Force 27 was
released to its parent unit. As the month of February closed Task Force 173d Abn Bde
(-) TAC CF operating from the edge of Kontum City cor.trolled Task Force 1--503d lIh
with A-l-8th Inf, E-3-8th Inf, two Cemp Strike Forceb and Task Force 1-22d Inf with a
Mobile Strike Force and C-4-42d Arty. E-17th Cav secured Kontum airfield aiit one
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platoon of 1-69th Armor provided FSB security. A-3-319th Arty remained .ith the Ist
Bn 503d Inf but B-3-319th Arty was located at Camp Enari. The 2d Bn 503d Inf began
movement to An Khe to exchange places with the 3d Bn 503d Inf as th- Camp Radcliff
Quick Strike Battalion. The 3d Bn 503d Inf moved by air to Kontum Airfield. On 27
February B-l-503d Inf engaged an NVA platoon (vie ZA203747) resulting in 3 LIS KHA,
11 US '4iA, 4 NVA KIA, 1 RFD, 3 AK-47's and 1 SKS captured. In mid afternoon C-3-8th
Inf (0?COlJ to let Bn 503d Inf) came under mortar and SA fire for two hours until can-
tact was broken. D-1-22d Inf engaged an unkniown size enemy force (vic AR825950)
while searching a bu'iker complex and suffered 24 WHA. A-1-8th Inf was reverted to
its parent unit on 27 February. The next day, 28 Februsa-y, C-3-8th Inf was returned
to its parent unit also. As February closed the Task Force 173d Abn Bde (-) pressed
search and destroy operations in the Kontum area naking daily contact with NVA units.

In February the 173d Airborne Brigade C-) continued 3nerAtInn BOLLIM in Phu
Yen Province with the nission of finding, fixing and destroying the th NVA Regiment;
providing security for the civilian rice harvest (in conjunction with the ROK 28th
Regiment an,7 the 47th ARVN Regi-ent); furnishing security for the 577th Engineer Bat-
talion and 173d Engineer Company along Highway 436, routes 68 and PD as required andproviding a rapid reaction comapny. The 4th Bn 503d Inf in conjanction with the CampStrike Force elements form the USSF Camp at Dong Tre and Cung Son, and Task Force

Mitchell (D Co 16th Arnor and E Troop 17th Cay) conducted search .Qnd destroy operat-
ions west of Tuy Hoa and helped mok up the afternath of the NVA TET offensive In Tuy
Hoa. (See Annex E for report on ET' fighting in Operation BOLLING).

On 8 February the 173d Airborne Brigade (-) departed Tuy Hoa to assume operat-
ional control of the Brigade's two Battalion Task Force Forces (TF POWERHOUSE) in
Kontum Province. The 4th Bn 503d Inf assumed control of Operation BOLLING and the re-
maining Brigade forces which consisted of C and D Battery, 3d Bn 319th Artillery and
D Company 16th Armor. Elements of the 5th Bn 27th Artillery and C Battery, 6th Bn,
32d Artillery provided general support in the area of operations. Throughout the rest
of February Task Force 4th Bn 503d Inf continued search and destroy operations along
with the Camp Strike Force elements making only light contact. Elements of the 51st
Chemical Detachment flew crop destruction missions in VC territory and Engineer troops
conducted mine sweeping operations. D Co 16th Armor split its platoons between fire
base security and convoy escorts to Vung Ro Bay. On 26 February the Brigade S-5 start-
ed training of 17 KIT CkRSON SCOUTS (former NVA/VC) for use in the Brigade. The enemy
avoided contact during the month of February.

In February the 3d Battalion 503d Infantry continued to secure the Camp
Radcliff/An Khe complex, secure Highway 19 in the Tactical Area of Responsibility,
conduct operations within the TAOR and to support revoluntionary development in The
Walker TAOR. The 3d Bn 503d Infantry conducted operations in AO WAIJER until 27 Feb-
ruary when they exchanged places with the 2d Bn 503d Inf; the 2d Bn 503d Inf then
assumed respone.'bility for AC WALKER. The Brigade exchanged Battalions again in March
when the lst Bn 503d Inf repalced the 2d Bn 503d Inf and continued operations. The
Brigade made an effort to exchange infantry battalions about every month so that each
battalion would have a chance to utilize the Brigade's rear area services stationed at
Camp Radcliff. The 173d Support Battalion continued to furnish guards and emergency
provisional companies for the defense of Camp Radcliff. For a closer break down of
operations of the Qick Strike Battalion see tlbs 3d Bn 503d Infantry's Combat After
Action Report (17 January - 27 February 1968) attached as inclosure D.

The 3d Bn 503d Inf employed company size search and destroy operations, mul-
tiple night ambushes with local Vietnamese Forces, security missions -along Highway 19
and constantly held one company as a rapid reaction force. Contact with enemy forces
was light during February coming mainly from sniper fire and small ambushes along High-
way 19. On 0400 hours 6 February Camp Radcliff received approximately 100 rounds of
mixed 82mnn and 60mn mortar fire resulting in 1 US KEA, 24 WHA (one serious) and 22 air-
craft damaged. Enemy mortar positions were engaged by SA, M-79, mortar and artillery
fire with unknown results. On 8 February rapid reaction to an enemy ambush killed 5
NVA and captured 5 weapons. Camp Radcliff was again mortared on 18 February but rap-
Idly returned fire terminated the attack after a dozen rounds. Close coordination and
combined operations with Popular Forces were highly successful, stopping enemy inci-
dents along the southern Camp Radcliff perimeter.
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Operations duilg the month of February by the Brigade was supported by on
call TAO Sorties and 60 FAC Sorties. Air Force fighter bombers were available 90 -
95% of the time for preplanned air strikes and were quickly available for immediate
airstrikes. Supporting artillery (3d Bn 319th Artillery) fired a total of 566 miss-
ions and expended 7064 rounds. The Brigade Aviation Platoon (Casper) supported all
operations. A stati.tical report of their activities followsr

Resupp17 .y...... .. ................... 601 230 (4 tons)

Command and Control .... .............. .. 893 381

Maintenance . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 134 39

Total Hours Flown .............. .581

Total Passengers ... ........... .780

Comand and Control .............. 1300 375

Maintenance. ...... .................. ... 309 83

Total Hours Flown. .............. .312

Total Passengers . ........... 260

Grand Total Sorties UN-lH ....... 1628

CH13. .. ..... 1609

Grand Total Missions UH-lH ...... ... 650

OH-13S ...... ... 458

Total 7.62mm ammo expended. ...... ..................... ... 24,000 rounds

Operations during the month of February 1968 resulted in the folloving VC/
NVA and friendly casualties:

VC/NfVA 1,osqAA US Lossfix

KIA (BC) ......... 133 KHA .......... .. 21

KA (Poss) .. ..... 17 WHA ".... •.91 1

Civil Defendants . 42 .HA ........ I.5

Returnees ..... 0 Non battle dead . 0

POW . ......... . 10 Non battle injured. 15

DurIng March 1968 Task Force 173d Abn Bde (-) consisting of Ist Bn 503d Inf,
3d Bn 503d ILf, Task Force 1-22d In, 4th Inf Div, E Troop 17th Cav and A & B Btry,
3d Bn 319th Atry continued operations in the vicinty of Kontun. The lst Bn 503d Iuf
and 3d Bn 503d Inf consisted of four rifle companies and HQ Co; Task Force 1-22d Inf
consisted of four organic rifle companies and an additional mobile strike company. Z
Troop 17th Cay was deployed at TOE strength while A & B Btry consisted of 5 guns each,
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in addition B-6-14th Arty and C-5-16th Arty provided support for the Task Force in
Kontum. Searoh and destroy operations continued with light contact until 3 March
when D-l-503d Inf engaged an unknown size enemy force in bunkers (vic AR 854976) at
1500 hours in theafternoon. C-l-503d Inf moved north to reinforce D Company and en-
gaged the enemy in the same vicinity. A-1-503d Inf was helilifted from FSB 2 to an
LZ vic AR 854976 Closing at 1730; A Company moved north to reinforce C & D 1-503d Inf
and engaged an unknown size eney force at AR 853978 also. Contact was broken at
1835 hours. Cantact resulted in 7 US KRA, 2 US MHA and 24 US WHA. B-3-503d Inf had
also made contact with an unknown size enemy force vic ZA 135765 and killed 4 UVA
while suffering 3 US KHA and 8 US WIIA. The next day B-3-503d Inf found 3 more NVA
killed by A/S. Earlier that morning (0235 hrs) C-l-22d Inf received 25 incoming mor-
tar rounds, all of which landed outside of their perimeter. For the next few days
the three battalions kept three companies moving on search and destroy operations
while providing fire base security for supporting artillery with the 4th company.
Elements of E Troop 17th Car conducted sweep operations. At 0945, 6 March E Troop

17th Cay, moving south along Highway 14 made contact with an estimated NVA Company
vie ZA 217730. After two hours contact appeared to have been broken but when I Troop
made a sweep of the contact area they again came under enemy fire, this time from the
vic of ZA 219728. The Cay troop continued to press the attack throughout the after-
noon and the enemy withdrew east. At 1500 hours lst Platoon B-1-69th Armor became
0PCON to the 173d Abn Bde and was sent to reinforce E Troop 17th Car. The reinforced

Cav Troop continued to push until 1730 hours when they ran up against enemy bunkers
and pulled back to call in air and artillery. The sweep resulted in 2 US KHA, 6 US
WHA, 2 VN Civ KHA, 4 NVA KIA and 2 NVA PW's.

The next morning (7 March) 2-8th Inf was released to the OPCON of the 173d
Abn Bde and E Troop 17th Cav was placed under the 2-8th Inf. At 1000 hours A & C
2-8th Inf, E Troop 17th Cay and let Platoon B-1-69th Armor conducted a sweep of the
6 March contact area. The sweep through the enemy's bunker area resulted in 1 US WHA,
17 NVA KIA, 5 AK-47'a, 4 B-40 rounds, 3 75mr. rounds and assorted web gear. At 1600
hours the sweep team returned to Highway 14 and 9 Troop 17th Cav was released back to
the 173d Abn Bde and returned to Kontum airfield. The 2-8th Inf and the 1 Platoon,
B-1-69th Armor were released to the 2d Bde 4th Inf Div. The infantry battalions con-
tinued the search and destroy missions with the 3d Bn 503d Inf pushing 2 companies
north along the Ya Krong Bolak River.

Two companies made contact with the NVA on 8 March; C-1-503d Inf Jumped 5
NVA vic AR 844997 at 1000 hours and killed 4 while capturing 2 AK-47's. A-1-503d Inf
also made a slight contact killing one NVA. Earlier at 0100 hours C-3-503d Inf and
B-3-8th Inf (vic ZA 112912) received 15-20 rounds of mortar fire, both companies suf-
fered wounded of 2 and 24 men respectively. Also during the 8th Headquarters and
Headquarters Company A and C of 3-8th inI and A-6-29th Artillery marched overland from
Dak To to Kontum. 1-22d Laf prepared to move to a new AO (CP 40) vic Pleiku and was
released from Operation Oontrol of the 1?3d Abn Bde being replaced by the 3-8th Inf.
B-6-14th Arty and C-5-16th Arty were also withdrawn from Brigade control. From 9 to
11 March the three rifle battalions and three artillery batteries Task Force under
the co mand of the 173i Abn Bde (-) continued search and destroy missions making only
slight contact receiving occasgional ineffective mortar fire and encountering isolated
land mines on the highway.

The 2-8th Inf and A-4-42d Arty were placed under the control of the 173d Abn
Bde (-) at 0100 hours 12 Yarch to replace the 3-th Inf and A-6-29th Arty which re-
verted to the lst Bde 4th Inf. At 0545 hours FSB 9 came under an attack of 35 8ima
mortar rounds, 10 B-40 rocket rounds, SA and AW fire resulting in 1 US XHA, 5 US WHA,
1 4.2 mortar destroyed and 3 4.2 mortar sites destroyed. Contact was broken at 0815
hours followed by arrivaJ. of C-i-503d Inf by helicopter. A sweep of the area reveal-
ed one NVA KIA (BC) and 1 LMG. C-i-503d Inf made brief contact with the unknown size
enemy force again at 1540 hours. Just bofore noon elements of the 173d Engineer Co
as a separate convoy on route 14 out of Pleiku were ambushed from the west (vic ZA
194675) by an unknown size enemy force resulting in 1 US KRA, 4 US WHA, and unknownaenemy casualties. During early afternoon A-I-503d Inf found 1 Chicom radio and som
documents, D-l-503d Inf found 70 NVA rucksacks and 1 SKS carbine and B-3-503d luf
found 350 US type 60mm mortar shells rio ZA 143905. The 2-8th Inf convoy came under
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a brief ten minute ambush from the east vic XA 169838. The ambush was by an estim-
ated NVA Company using SA, AW and B-40 rockets, fortunately with negative results.

D-3-503d luf contacted an estimated NVA Comapny at 1015 hours 13 March vic
ZA 147943. The NVA troops employed 60ve mortars and B-40 rockets. 5 NVA were kill-
ed and 1 US KHA while 8 were WHA. B-3-503d Inf was helilifted to reinforce D Com-
pany at 1430 hours and contact was broken at 1600. Meanwhile about 1125 hours D-l-
503d Inf had also run up against an estimated company and came under heavy SA and
AW fire vie ZB 022004. A, B and D 1-503d Inf moved to reinforce D Company and also
ce under SA and AU fire from the same location. By mid afternoon (1535 hours) A,
B and D 1-503d Inf had moved into Dosition and assaulted the enemy bunker position
under heavy fire. Contact was brcken as darkness approached (1745 h i r ) v)ith the
known rr,'sdts of I NV, KIA (BC), 5 US MHA and 7 US WhA.

The next morning D-l-5'3d Inf found the o US W4A from the 13th, all were
dead. later in the morning D-3-503d Inf found 1 NVA body, 1 LM, 1 AK-47, 2 SKS
Carbines, 1 60mm mortar, 9 grenades and 50 rucksacks in the area of their contact
on the 13th. That afternoon just before 1500 hours, C-1-503d Inf encountered num-
erous NVA snipers in trees vic ZA 048982, after a two hour fire fight 7 NVA were
killed and I US KHA and I paratrooper was wounded.

On the morning of 16th March C-1-503d Inf found 35 NVA bodies vic ZA 041988
and later killed one more in a tunnel. A-1-503d uncovered an NVA cache containing
23 1 2mm mortar rounds, 41 82mm fuzes, 14 hand grenades and 580 SA rounds. At 1715
hours A-i-503d came under 82me mortar and M-79 fire from an unknown NVA force and
suffered 10 US wounded.

Contact continued throughout the 17th as aggressive paratroopers pushed out)
continuously pressing to fix the NVA and keep them off balance; the NVA countered
with mortar and harassing fire. At 0130 hours D-3-503d Inf observed rockets falling
near their position and at the same time had approximately 50 rounds of 6Omm mortar
fire fall just outs!de their perimeter. A & D 1-503d Inf marched north northeast
moving towards Hill 1064 with L Company in the lead. Contact was made with NVA in
bunkers vie ZB 034010 resulting in 1 US KHA and 2 US WHA. Contact was broken at 1745
hours; however, an hour later D Company recaived SA, AW and mortar fire vie ZB 03701
which cost 10 US WHA. B-1-503d Inf also engaged an enesy force in bunkers at ZA 038
991. At noon E Troop 17th Cay found and destroyed fifty 6omm and 82mm mortar rounds.
That evening at 1930 hours B-3-503d Inf and D-3-503d Inf were probed by approximately
40-60 NVA vie ZA 15955 causing 10 US WHA, enemy casualties were unknown; artillery
was fired in support. At about the same time B-1-503d Inf night ambush engaged an
un aowo size enersy force and had 2 paratroopers wounded.

A & D 1-50'd returned to Hill 1064 and found half a dozen NVA dead as well
as recovered 7 US bodies from the earlier battle. aqrier that morning at 0400 B &
D 3-503d Inf received a probing attack from the ur th, northwest and south vie ZA
154955; the NVA reconned against the perimeter with SA, hand grenades and rifle gren-ades watinding 3 US. Enewq, casualties were unknown. Companies conducting search and
destroy operations continuously engaged dug in IV' and snipers, countering with art-
illery and organic wea-pons.

As contact increased with NVA formes more troops poured into the area and
everyday saw two or three company size contacts although none of them developed into

a decisive fight. By 23 March B & D Co 1-8th Inf, A, B, C Companys and Scout Platoon
2-8th Inf, the entire 3-8th Inf and four artillery units; A-4-42d Arty, 0-6-29th Arty
and A-1-92d Arty were operating in the vicinity of Kontum with the 1-503d Inf and
3-503d Inf and their two artillery batteries. In addition to maintaining pressure on
the NVA forces the searching troopers also uncovered enemy caches between 20 and 23
March. On the 20th A-1-503d Inf discovered 50 12Om0 uortar shells, 24 122mm rocket
rounds, 26 122mn rocket warhands and soe unidentified warheads. The next day the
1-503d Inf also found 10 NVA rucksacks, several AK-47's, a LMG, hand grenades and 2
packets of enemy documents.

On the 23d companies of the .1-503d Inf, 3-503d Inf, 2-8th Inf and 3-8th Inf
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all made contact with NVA troops. Units of the 3-503d Inf, 1-8th Iuf and 2-8th Inf
concentrated their effort in coordinated attacks on enemy positions vie of Hill 600
(ZA 153957). The enemy was pounded by air and artillery throughout the day. Losses
for the fighting were light with only I US KHA and 20 US WHA, while 6 4VA were kill-
ed by body count. Enemy casualties by air and artillery were unknown.

The morning or the 23d saw C-3-503d In! move from their night laager site
to a position east of Rill 600 and then attacked west against the bunker complex on
Hill 600, killing 1 NVA and finding 27 bunkers and 3 claymore mines. As C Company
pushed on west A-3-503d Inf linked up with them and they made contaat with an un-
known size enemy force about 1400 hours vie ZA 151960. The two companies maneuvered
against the enemy bunkers and came under heavy fire to include B-40 rockets and rifle
grenades. Contact was broken at 1730 hours to allow A/S to hit the enemy. The para-
troopers loss 1 killed and 10 wounded while counting 5 NVA bodies. C & D 3-8th Inf
passed thru the complex finding 3 UVA KIA and 2 rifles; as they pressed on they suf-
fered two wounded from AW fire. The compar then called in A/S on a group of NVA
they observed digging in vie VA 937923; a sweep of the area combLned with A/S claimed
18 NVk KIA.

Sm Mn OpgrAtln. MACARTHUR: During February and March the Brigade res-
ponded to several different situations which developed during Operation- MACARTHUR.
The first movement was to Pleiku in AO JULIAN to counter the threat of the 5
95LB Re which apparently was stopped inti&lly when one .Company of the 2-503d had
contact shortly after landing on the LZ. At the sane time the 2-1st Cav on Highway
19 made contact with an ambush resulting in two companies of the Sth.n being routed.
After that the 2d Bn continued to move to the east to find and fix the 5th B but
this never evolved. The let Bn 503d Inf had gone to Ban Me Thout in response to a
definite threat of two enemy battalions against the city. ARVN elements had gathered
in around the city itself. The Ist Bn 503d had only one good contact and they were
basically unable to develop this contact because they only had their organic 4.2 mor-
tars and 1 battery (5 guns) of 105 howiiters (supporting) at the time. Once contact
was made the enemy moved out of range of the 105's and the lst Bn couldn't pursue.
When the 2d Bn 503d In! moved to Ban Me Thout they made contact with local VC forces
and elements of the 32d NVA Rent which successfully moved out of their range. While
at -an Me Thout 3 American prisoners were reported held by the NVA and the Brigade
almost ceased all offensive operations for three days to pursue and free, the prison-
era.

When the Brigade was called away from Ban Me Thout a threat had developed
at Pleiku again so the Brigade was given orders to move northeast of Pleiku into an
area which was the home of high level elements of both KUA and Frnt attivitiA.; how-
ever, before the Brigade could deploy it was ordered to Kontum where the Ist Bn 22d
Inf was in heavy contact. Once the Brigade moved into Kontum idth the TAC CP the
Brigade assumed OPCON of the 1st Bn 22d Int Bde. The 2 northeast of
Kontum never engaged the Brigade without being dug in and knowing that they were co-
vered with mortar fire. The first two or three times Brigade units had real trouble
with these contacts and took the worst end of the bargain. The Brigade was into a
real tough fight; the enemy soldiers were well trained and disciplined.

In brief at Kontum the Brigade entered areas where nobody else had gone,
even the USSF at Poler Klang states they had operat d throughout the area but when
pinned down they indicated they b-dn't been in the area of contact for six or eight
months. The NVA positions were well dug in; tunnels, bunkers, act. The place was
evidently used as a forward bais area when they would store 120mm mortars and rocket
warheads. Althought the Brigade didn't stay and finish the campaign it was a worth-
while effort in that the Brigade moved into these known base camps. The NVA was a
tough opponent. During this crucial period the 1st Bn 503d Inf recelved over 60 new
replacements. Some troopers were killed after less than a day in combat. Major
Gunderson had taken over command of the 1-503d and his baptism under fire was under
difficult circmstances. At the same time the 3d Bn 503d ILf had been taken over by
LTC Fisher and both new comanders were feeling their way around.

During March Task Force 5th Battalion 503d Infantry with C and D Battery 3d
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Battalion 319th Artillery, D Company 16th Armor and Camp Strike Force units OPCON to
the Task Force continued search and destroy missions in AO BOLLING (west of Tuy Noe).
Task Forte elements maintained daily coutact with VC/NVA forces operating in the Tuy
Ho area, however, the enemy was almost always found in small groups. The largest
enemy contact %ook place on 4 March when D-16th Armor was cowmitted in support of
units of the 47th ARVN Regiment just north of Tuy Hoa City which had come under at-
tack early on the morning of the 4th by the 5th Bn qSth KYA Regir,,t L
Force VG Battalion, 25th Recon SaIr)ar Comnanv and elements of the 17th Mortar Ragna-

iq Rifle Cgep=3r. The NVA were dug in in three villages between Tuy Hoe North Air-
field and the ocean.

The 47th ARVN Regiment blocked the enemy to the south and west while the D
Co 16th Armor Company Comander placed one platoon in full defilade to the ocean
side of the last village as a blocking force. Between 1000 and 1100 hours the remain-
ing two platoons of APC's supported by F-00'e from the 308th Tactical Fighter Squad-
ron, helicopter gunships and ARVN Infantry began their push against the first NVA
held village from the north. Enemy resistance was fierce and the attack was halted
momentarily when one APC was knocked out and another damaged. The airborne armor
troopers renewed the attack and pushed through the village killing many NVA and VC.
As the afternoon continued the armored APC's cleared the second village with massed
.50 caliber fire and air support. The continuous pressure on the NVA/VC caused many
of the enemy to try and flee across the open rice paddies covered by the interlocking
.50 clalber machine guns of the blocking force platonn and they inflicted heavy cas-
ualties on all escape attempts with their massed fire.

The attack continued into the third village where the fighting became especi-
ally fierce a3 the APC's approached the enemy CP. The withdrawal of the supporting
ARVN Infantry as the APC's closed on the enemy CP allowed the NVA/VC to work close to
the APC's with anti tank weapons from prepared positions. After several1 of the attack-
ing APC's took direct B-40 Rocket and Recoilless Rifle hits, the lack of supporting
infantry and rapidly approaching darkness forced the armor to withdraw but not until
they had recovered their wounded and destroyed all damaged equivmant.

D-16th Armor was credited with 137 NVA KIA (BC) during the action. D Company
losses were 7 killed, 21 wounded and 3 missing (burned beyond recognition when their
gasoline powered APC exploded). ROK and ARVN units completed the mop up of the battle-
field the next day.

LRP teams were utilized during the month for recon, surveillance and screening
missions. They made contact with small bands of NVA/VC almost every mission. D
Company 16th Armor escorted convoys between An Khe end Phu Hiep and Phu Hiep and Vung
Ro Bay for the most of March. The only aggressive action by enemy forces besides
their major effort on 4 March was a 12 to 20 round 60xm mortar attack on FSB 16 27
March which caused negative casualties.

Only light contact was made throughout the month o,' March in AO WALKER.
During the first of the month LRP teams made several contacts %nd were supported by
air and artillery before being extracted. The NVA/VC continue( to erect occasional
hasty road blocks and conduct small ambushes along Highway 19. Checkpoint along the
road from An Xhe to the Hang Yang Pass were harrassed by random sniper fire. Light
movement was constantly spotted around the Camp Radcliff perimeter and engaged with
small arms fire, usually with unknown results.

Operations during the month of March were supported by on call TAC Sorties
and daily FAC Sorties. Air Force fighter bombers were on call for immediate response
and pre-planned air strikes were approved 90 - 95% of the time. Air Force support
remained excellent. Supporting artillery (3d Bn 319th Artillery) fired a total of
1760 missions and expended 25,544 rounds. The Brigade Aviation Platoon (Casper) sup-
ported all operations. A statistical report of their activities follows:
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UJ61H Miungns Sno1*atLuie

Reoupply .................... 126 126 (5 tons)

Coaand and Control ..... .............. ... 989 354

Maintenance .................. 31 31

Total Hours Flown ......... 725

Total Passengers ......... 1013

Command and Control . . ........... 205 97

Maintenance ................... 31 9

Total Hours Flown ........ 125

Total Passengers ......... 95

Grand Total Sorties UILH .... 1338

OH-13 .... 236

Grand Total Missions rL-J , . . . 511

OH-13S . . . 100

Total 7.62ma ammo expended ......... ..................... 23,456 r d

Operations during the month of Karch 1968 resulted in'the following VC/NVA
and frierdly casualties:

VC/NVA Lonas US Losean

KIA (BC) ....... 306 KHA ... .......... .65

KIA (Pos) ... ...... 69 WHA .... .......... 224

Civil Defendents . . . 10 . .......... 4

Paturnees ....... . 1 Non Battle Dead! . . . . 0

POW ............. )0 Non Battle Injured . . 5

hA
The end of March saw tae 173d Airborne Brigade (-) move from the Kontum area

of operations to the Bong Son plains area to replace the 3d Brigade, 4th Infantry Divi-
sion. The Brigade began opera ions with four x3nfantry battalioni under its control,
the 2d Bn 503d Abn Inf, 3d Bn 503d An Inf, let Bn 50th Mach Inf and lst Bn 14th lnf,
two companies of the lot Bn 69th Armor were under the Brigades Operational Control.
Troop 9 17th Cay and D Co 16th Armor (-), B and C Btry 3d Bn 319th Artillery remained
under Brigade control. in addition the 41st Artillery Group provided general suppot
with the 7th of the 13th Artillery, 7th of the 15th Artillery and the 6th of 84th Art-
illery providing general support reinforcing ftres. The 41st ARVN Regiment also op-
erated in conjunction with the 1?3d Airborne Brigade -). On 1 April the Brigcde(-)
also assumed operational of Task Fr;.,e 4th Bn 503d Abn Inf engaged in Operation
BOLLING in Phu Yen Province.
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Upon assuming control of the AO the Brigade began a vigorous series of Recon-
naissance in Force operations combining combat assaults by helicopters, mechanized
infantry svepa, foot partols and cordon and search operations. Contact was light
but cuntinuous;on 5 April, the tempo picked up when C Company 2d Bn 503d laf found a
small VC hospital and captured 6 MVA/V POW's and 20 lbs of medical supplies. B Com-
pany 2d Bn 503d Inf found 8 NVA bodies and B-1-50 Inf found 3 NVA bodies on the same
day. The Ist Bn L4th Inf departed LZ English for Phu Cat AFB 7 April 1968 and left
Brigade control. Small contacts continued with the Brigade continuously pushing out
and expanding itd area of control. The enemy employed mines and boobyTtrapa result-
ing In several d&utged APC's and some killed and wounded over a periodAweeks. A Long
Rge Patrol Team cbserved 34* NVA early on the morning of . April and adjusted art-
illery f're on them with unknown results, they later made co. 'Act with an estimated
enemy squad and called artillery on them until they were extra ted by helicopter.
The searching battalions uncovered enemy base camps and cave complexs recently occu-
pied and abandoned by enemy units of company size etrength. Numerous enemy graves
were also fouz:d containing two to three bodies and abandoned enemy weapons were
captured.

The thr-se battalion task force continued reconnaissance in force missious
in an effort to locate the avoiding enemy ard several long range patabla mr kept
ranging in the operational area to locate the elusive KVA/VC. The enemy fought back
with mines, booby traps and occasional mortar attacks; FSB ILLINI, the CP of the 2-
503d Im (BR 7A4':6S), received nine mortar rounds at 0030 hourb on the morning of the
15th wounding four men, later in the morning LZ Englieh's perimeter was hit by 5 to
6 mortar rounds causing negative damage. Minor damage and some US wounded continual
to be caused by M13's and M-60 tanks hitting mines. All units c iplaced nirht am-
bushes out. .1-50th Inf joined with Popular Forces, and ARVN units in company size
cordon and. search missions. LRP patrols spotted small groups of enemy soldiers and
cale ed artillery fire on them.

As thq 3 infantry battalion. and E-17th Cay continued to conduct multi com-
pany reconissance in Force operations in effort to fix elements of the 3dIA DIL
A=, contacts began to step up. On the 17th C-2-503d ln engaged a small group of

VC killing one, capturing one seriously wounded and also capturing 5 weapons. The
dying POW said his unit the Q)th Rn 2A VC Rest. 3rd NVA Div was south of the contact
point and one of the fleeing VC had been his political officer. C-1-50th Inf at 1125
hours occ-pi

4 
,d a village and uncovered 7 tons of rice, villagers said three VC com-

panies had just departed to the west half an hour before. Long Range Patrols called
helicopter and artillery fire on four different sightings of enemy troops resulting
in 11 enemy KIA (Poss). The next day three companies of the 2-503d Inf and Camp Strike
Force Company madu light contact and captured an enemy prinping press and documents.
E-17th Cav had a 106 RR jeep destroyed by a mine, killing one US trooper and wcunding
three. On the 19th the 2-5034 Inf uncovered in addition to many other pieces of VVA/
VC equipment 80 lbs of documents some of which were marked Top Secret. These docu-

mants were evacuated. Light contact continued to be made by the advancing paratroopers
and mechanized infantry, usually kiln I or 2 of an enemy party, capturing food and

small arms. ILRP team called an artillery Time on Target Mission on 34+ NVA and re-
ported screaming and yelling in the target area, also two secondary explosions.

The 2-503d Inf xu~.rvered 7 reels of 16m movie film (propaganda and entertain-
meat) among other material as they searched an area of thr former headquarters of the

SN'A Division. On the 24th a CSF ambush initiated contact with an estimated NVA Coavic BR 625703). Contact wous broken isdiatily resulting in one 3SF wounded and 3
NVA killed. Te fleeing NVA abondoned I0 l20am rui 32 onrde, 22 60n .de 7 anti

tank mines, 30 B-40 rockets, 500 12.7m, rds and 5000 SA rounds. The Brigade I-) con-
tinned multi compa7 reconnaissance in force operations as well as combined cordon
and search operations with elements of the 41st ARVN Regiment.

On the 26th A-3-503d Inf heard and observed 200-300 NVA moving south through
a valley (vic AR 738760). An artillery Tim on Target Mission was fired with unknown
results, Spooky (C-47 aircraft with dni gunn) came on station an hour later and ex-
pended its ammunition in the area with unknown results. A ,uearch of the area revealed
a small amount of abandoned equipment. Several contacts developed during the day by
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the 3-503d Inf resulting in 9 NVA KIA and 1 POW, also omail arms and 82nm mortar
components were captured. The 2-503d and 3-503d Inf coni nuad to find 30 to ZO bunk-
er size enemy base camps and small food caches. 1-50th inf continued searching vill-
ages, uncovering 4 to 5 ton rice caches, and detaining suspects who were found to run
the range between U, VC Farmer Association memragn Civil Defendents to AWOL ARVN
soldiers.

As the month of April ended the tompo of combined operations with allied
forces increased. Ccmpany size paratrooper units worked in conjunction with Republic
of Korea forces and units of the 22d Army of the Republic of Vietnam Division. Both
the 2d and 3d Battalions continued to uncover fresh enemy camps and fortified posit-
ions. When contact was made with enemy troops they fled quickly to avoid contact
usually only losing one to two man. The 1-50 Mechanized Infantry also discovered a
battalion size tunnel complex with ,i tons of rice. The 3d Bn 503d made contact with
small groups of enemy soldiers wandering around in the woods. Apparently these were
members of the large group of replacements hAt by the time on target fire adjusted
by the 3d Bn on the 26th. PW reports indicated this replacement unit entered SVN on
16 April (after only four weeks of infantry training and no political training) and
had been broken up and dispersed by the artillery fire.

In mid April the Brigade oragnized, equiped, and trained three 173d Airborne
Brigade Advisor teams. Each five man team consist of one infantry lieutenant, one
infantry NCO, one infantry, engineer and medical enlisted man. The teams he;e the
mission of providing trai0mg to Regional Force Companies and Popular Force Rlatoons
in the districts of Hoai An, Hoai Nhon and Phu jy.

Each advisor team upon the completion of its training is placed under the
senior district advisor.. In addition, coordination with the South Vietnamese Prov-
ince and district chief was made to gain their approval for the program. The Advisor
tea.-s will function along the lines of the MLCV Combined Mobile Inspection and Train-
ing teams. Subjects taught are these recotmnded in the MACV Program of Instruction.

The three goals of teams are to improve the basic military skills of the HF/
PF forces ,--mprove their knowledge and use of their own weapons and equipment; and
instsl a sense of airborne spirit into the local forces. The training cycle covers
eleven days for a Regional Force Cmpany and five days for a Popular Force Platoon.
Maximm emphasis will be plackdon learning by doing rather than formal instruction,
on the job training while actually conducting patrols or ambushes. Limited MEDCAPS
are conducted witbin the range of basic first aid. The entire program envwlvea 6 RF
Companies and 30 PP Platoons in Hoai Khon, 3 RF Companies and 14 PF Platoons in Hoei
An and 7 F(F Companies and 27 PF Platoons in Phu My.

Additional artillery support was provided by naval gunfire from the five inch
a of such Destroyers as the USS Fletcher, USS John A. Bole and USS White River

LMR) which patrol. just off t'-e coast. Naval gunfire liaison was provided by Bub

unit one, First ANGLICO made up of US Navy and Marine personnel.

The 39th Scout Dog Platoon supported the Brigade during April with 540 Scout
Dog Missions in Bong Son AG, 120 missions in Tuy Boa AO and 60 missions in the An Khe
area. During these 720 Scout Dog Missions 9 early warnings were made, 5 of then call-
ed by Sgt Woodruff the handler of the Dog "Syre", and in each inutance the early warn-
ing prevented an ambush. Sgt Woodruff operated with B Co 3d Bn 503d Abu Iai. Sag
Buchanom and his dog "Buddal prevented an ambush when working with D Co 3d Bn 503d Abn
Inf.

SNMs-v of Onaratjn COCHISE: The Brigade had been looking for a home for a
long time and General Scheiter had been most active in trying to bring the Brigade
together. The opportunity presented itself as General Schweiter left and Gen.a1 Allen
assumed command. It was decided by the First Field Force that the Brigade would take
over Binh Dinh Phu Yen and Phy Bon Provinces in the areas of Operations WALIR,
BOLLING and CO

6
HISE. Binh Dinh Province area was to have two battalions of the 503d

Infantry, Walker one battalion and Bolling one battalion. The Brigade headquarters
was to operate out of LZ English near Bong Son with the 2d and 3d Battalions 503d
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Infantr7 and the lt of the 50th (Meh) Infantry attached to the Brigade. The 1-69th

Armor Battalion was also OPCON to the Brigade. Tjo Brigade took orer from 3d Bligade
4th Infantry Division which had not been very active, staying mainly to the ,-ads

which was the primary mission. They didn't go out into the so called enemy safe areas
or into the mountains; they &dn't go out to where overyone says Charlie is hiding.
General Allen's concept when the Brigade first arririd was to enter these safe enemy
havens. The 2d Battalion imediately went into the Tiger Mountain and the 1st Batta-
lion 50th Infantry went into the Nui Mien Mountains. The 3d Battalion moved into the
northern part of the sector. Their mission was to move out away from the base camps

and try and find if the enemy was there.

The Brigade Commander decided to negin an operation to capture the 3d!6
Division CmiAnd=r and eliminate the 3d NVA Division as a threat. Operation Velvet
Hajmer came from this. It was a combined operation with the ARVN'a furnishing at
least one battalion. As much artillery, air and naval gunfire support as possible
was provided. The plan was to seal off the Vinh Thanh Mountain areas and movU in
from all sides and crush the 3d NVA Divini The enemy's 22d Regiment and

&=I were operating in the area. The mission was to +ry to fix then and destroy then
thus taking pressure off the Bong Son, Phu Y area. At the same time the Brigade mount-
ed thip mission they were also tasked with other missions. The Brigade has to keep
the roads open; it takes a good bit of combat power to watch the bridges, open the

road and close the road with mine sweep teams, continuous surveillance over possible
ambush sites and maintain reaction forces to move anywb in three provinces. These
commitments tie down P lot of combat troops. The 1-51ma assigned the mission of
the roads which took away this highly mobile and fine force which has a tremendous
amount of fire power and imobilised them. Velvet Hammer became an interesting oper-
ation during Phase I. The Brigade had planned to isolate one small hill mass east of
the Su ol River Valley. The paratroopers successful pinched this place off and would
have probably been successful and captured the enemy Bn but two days before the opera-
tion started a 155 artillery battalion came id and for three solid days fired into
the area. When the Brigade got in the enemy had moved out. The Brigade searhed out
that area for a couple of days. Then it committed part of 1st Bn on the east edge of
Walker AO into Cochise AO to work in towards the east with a platoofi of tanks from
the 1-69th Armor and CIDG forces from the Vinh Thanh LLDB Camp. The 2d and 3d Bn 503d
Inf were to push from separate direction towards the center of the Vinh Thahh Mountain
area along the Oregon Trail (local name for a high speed trail running through the
nts). One En of the 41st ARWI was to be employed also in this thrust. The operation

was about 10 to 12 days of very little contact primarily because the enemy unite in
this area don's want to fight and avoided any contact, especially with US Forces,
they have done so successuflly since the Brigade has been in the area. Anytime the
Brigade has a contact, its of Ahort duration. The Brigade has not eves run into many
mortars in an area where there should be a lot of mortaring. In any case which should
have caches, there are no caches, and where the enemy should have the capability to
dig in and fight but they won't do this. The Brigade Just searched out the Vinh Thanh
Mountains and dida good job. However, the eneny my still be in there because it
would take three times as many troops as the Brigade has to really search the area
out. Operation Velvet Hanmer closed out quietly.

The Brigade then moved LTC Hornishis 2d Ps. 503d Inf to the east in the valr
area where information indicated a threat to key targets in the District HQ, Route 14

a couple of training areas and sucessful RF Hamlets. The 3d Bn was oriented toard
the north near the Ha Tay Special Forces Camp to try and out off inflitration/exfilt-
ration routes back into the Vinh Thanh Mt area. The enemy has successfully avoided
contact with the Brigade and there are certain reasons. One reason is that this is
one of the three main harvest seasons, the enemy has broken into small groups and are
down in the valley helping to harvest the rice and getting their share. They are mov-
ing in small groups and scouting parties.

The Brigade is operating with a great deal of frustration in that everybody
wants to find fix and destroy Charlie - but Charlie remains elusive and its bad for the
morale of the troops and the officers. The Brigade although working with a youn --d
i experienced staff is trying new and old ideas. One current method is the Bush aster
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program, a series of day and night ambushes along known infiltration and exfiltration
routes. The Brigade is breaking down into platoon size elements since if Charlie is
going to move in small size groups the Brigade will put out small size ambushes to
stop him from moving his rice or whatever he wants to do. It looks to be a long end
difficult campaign in the present area of operation since the enemy doesn't really
have that many forces in the area and you're not going to find the enemy in large
groups., He is going to have to be reduced a little at a time. Many problems in Prov-
ince control need to be solved in the future; such as how much rice do you take from
a village and when. Present district policy is you leave X number kilo's of rice for
each person in the village and take the rest to the district, this is not working out
very well at all. The Brigade is also conducting combined operations with ARVN el-...
ments and this idea is working fairly wall. The Brigade has started Advisor Teams to
vork with RF/PF units in an effort to increase their efficency.

ARVN troops are also imcorporated in the Brigade LRP teams and ARVN LRP team
are also being trained. The Brigade is doing everything possible to enchance the
prestige of the ARVN. soldier and ARVN leaders in order to give them credit for what
takes plce so we can gradually withdraw.

The 4th Battalion 503d Airborne Infantry and Company D (-) 16th Armor conti-
nued operations in Area of Operations BOLLING. Contact was light during the month
with the enemy more intent on resupply and exercising maximum effort to avoid contact
with American units. On 5 April Company B 4-503d ambusbod a 15 man NVA food carrying
party killing one. The company also captured 30 children age 12 years to 16 years
who were engaged in food carryi g operations in support of a VC Bn. Elements of the
47th ARVN Regiment made heavy contact with 2 NVA Bn's at Ma Hoa Village (vic CQ 095
430) in Tuy Hoa Valley just off Highway 7B above the Song Dai Giang River. D Co (-)
16th Armored stood by in a supporting role. The enemy forces continued to avoid con-
tact through mid April when C Company 4th Bn 5034 If made contact with an estimated
NVA/VC Comapay on the 17th, sirstrikes and artillery supported. One enemy body was
found and I AK-47 and 1 Si1m mortar were captured. Using Kit Carson Scouts (former
NVA soldiers hired and trained by the Erigade S5) C Company uncovered an enemy base
camp under construction. A and C Company continued searching the area on the 19th
and uncovared more enemy dead from the 17th. Light contact occured during the day
resulting in half a dozen tnemy killed and weapons captured. The reconnaissance in
Force Missions continued with small discoveries of enemy ammunition and food. A Comb-
pany chasing a single VC in the vic of BQ 991573 locgted several huts, a classroom
and hospital area along with a small amount of enemy eqipment. All was destroyed.
Wits the continued assistaice of the Kit Carson Scouts A Company located another enemy
compenmysise area complete with building material on the 25th. Both A and C Companies
found evidence during the remainer of the month that the VCINVA were fleeing before
then. The searching paratroopers killed several stragglers and took two prisoners but
the main enem forces extorted their main effort to avoid contact with Lieutenant
Colonel David L. Buckner's 4th Battalion 503d Airborne Infantry.

The let Bn 503d Infantry under the comwd of Major Raymond E. Gunderson on-
tinued to perform its assigned missions in the Camp Radcliff/Walker area of operations.
The Quick Strike Battalion (temporary designation of the infantry Bn located at Camp
Radcliff) mission continued to be the responsibility for the defense of Camp Radcliff
with three Provisional Companies drawn from each of the major tenant units located at
Camp Radcliff in An Kho: 173d Airborne Support Bn, rear elements of the lot Cavalry
Division and elements of the Qui Nhon area command. The let Bn also mans the Camp
Tactical Operations Center id keeps a one company reaction force standing by for any
emrgency in AO Walker. Two companies conducted reconnoissance in force uissions in
AD Walknr and up until 0600 hours 10 April the 1st Bn also had the security of High-
way 19 betweeu checkpoints 18 (west of the An Kho pass) and checkpoint 27 (east of
Mean Yang Pass). The security of Righvay 19 required the resources of one Lnfantry
compm to occupy checkpoints and secure bridges along the route. On 10 April the
lst Bn 69th Armor tunder the operational control of the 173d Airborne Brigad* from
the 4th Infantry Division) became responsible for the highway securlty mission. The
lot Bn 503d Infantry was still required to place one infantry -company under the con-
trol of the 1st Bn 69th Armor to maintain security of the checkpoihts and bridge sites.
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IManwhtle intelligence soaurces had indicated that Highway 19 would be ambushed by a
Dn of the 95th B NVA Reatment. In preparation the 1st Bn 503d Infantry and lot Be
69t Armor were elerted. In close coordination with the lot Bn 69th Armor Major
Gurderson made plane to allow the NVA to attempt to execute their ambush and then
react with all forces and fire power available. The ambush was triggered by a pat-
rolling E0D team which spotted and started to disarm an unexploded 105 round. The
NVA prematurely executed their ambush and set off a command mine. The waiting US
forces reacted imediately A Company let Bn 503d Inf and 2 companies (minus) (2
platoons per comqan) of the let Bn 69th Armor swept the area in the vicinity of the
exploded mine. They encounter numerous groups of NVA soldiers attempting to withdraw
to the North. The NVA countered with mortar fire against Fire Su.,pport Base Schuller
and checkpoint 25 but American artillery, helicopter gunships, TAC fighter bombers
and elements of B Troop 7th of the 17th Cay came in to support the contact. The h
Bn 95th B NVA Regiment fled north leaving 46 dead and 4 prisoners behind.

On 14 April two ful rifle companies and one company (-) deployed fr= the
edge of AC W&Iker Into AD Cochise to participate in Operation Velvet Hameer with the
mission of conducting reconnaissance in force and providing security for Operation
Scrape, which consisted of three bill dozers which were trying to make a passable
road out of the Oregon Trail. (The Oregon Trail is the scenic name given to a boulder
and rock infested high sperd trail which runs from near the Vinh Thanh LUE Camp over
the Binh Dinh Mountains). The paratroopers made only very light contact and encount-
ered some enemy booby traps. Due to preparation for the suspected and highly touted
NVA/C 2d general offensive project Scrape was scrapped and the troops returned to
AO Walker on 30 April.

Indications are the enemy will start another phase of hie offnsive whiah will
probably affect AD Walker in the following manner: Short but sharp mortar attacks
against Camp Radcliff; increased harassment of Highway 19 and ground attacks against
isolated outpost. Reasoning behind these courses of action are: The enemy's open
state6m ts that this is what he's going to do and an increased effort to insure a
better bargaining position for the proposed peace talks.

Operations during the oanth of April were supported by on call and preopIUmed
TAC Sorties and daily FAC Sorties. Supporting artillery (3d Bn 319th Artillery) fired
a total of 1818 missions and expended 15,591 rounds. Excellent aviation support for
the Brigade during April came from LTC Marion C. Englands 10th Aviation Bn. In the
Bong Son area the 61st Aviation Company furnished 12 slicks (UJ-IB) and 5 gunships
daily to the Brigade while the 196th Aviation Company also provided direct support to
the paratroopers with 6 hooks (CH-47). In An Khe the 134th AvUtion Company provided
direct support with 4 slicks and 2 gunships, while the 180th AviAtion Company support-
ed operations in Tuy Hoa with 2 hooks. The Brigade Aviation Platoon (Casper) support-
ed all operations. A statistical report of their activities follows,

Resupply ..... .. .................... ... 255 60 (4 t'nrs)

Comand and Contzol .... .............. .... 241 125

Maintenance ....... ................... 23 12

Total Hours Flown . ....... ... 710

Total Passengers ......... .269

Command, Recon and Control ..... ........... 198 53

Maintenance ...... ................... ... 15 4

Total Hours Flown ... ....... 126

Total Passengers ... ....... 15
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Grand Total Sorties UH-lH ......... 519

OH-6 ......... 213

Grand Total Missions UHl ..... ..... 197

OH-6A ..... ..... 57

Total 7.62m amno expended .. ..................... 50,427 rounds

Operations during the month of April 1968 resulted in the folloving VC/ NVA
and friendly casualties:

KIA (BC) ........ o KHA ........ . 10

KIA. (Poss) ........ ... 49 WHA .... ........ 83

Civil Defendents . . . . 57 M1A ........ 1

Retu-nees ........... 3 Non Battle Dead . . 5

Pow .. ............... 18 Non Battle Injured. 27
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5. z~
a. During the reporting period the 173d Airborne Brigade continued to

conduct Jungle warfare training of newly arrived replacements. In the past three
montha the Brigade Jungle School has had the extra responsibility of training re-
placements for a newly attached battalion to the 173d Airborne Brigade. The Jungle
school ?Rs continusd to stress to personnel how important the care and maintenance
of the 9-16 rifle is and nov included in the training schedule for each class is
the care and maintenance of the M-16 rifle. These weapons maintenance classes are
held after normal classes are over and are supervisled by Jungle school cadre. Also
added since the last reporting period is a visit from the Chaplain who holds ser-
vices for the newly arrived personnel. A breakdown of personnel trained by month
followst

(1) February ......... .. 5 Officers .......... 238 Enlisted Men
and an additional 161 enlisted men from other units.

(2) March .......... .16 Officers .......... 761 Enlisted Ken
and an additional 43 enlisted men from other units.

(3) April .......... .42 Officers .......... 851 Enlisted Hen
and an additirw al 27 enlisted men from other units.

b. Lieutenant Harry H. Hllman took over as commandant of the Brigade's
Jungle School on 5 March 1968.

c. Depending upon the number of personnel in each class, the weekly field
operation includes an airmobile assault.
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6. Pgrchlomioal O]ratlons and Civc Action

(1) Civic Actions

~(a) MEDCA.=i 1,838 (Phu Yen and Birth Dinh Province)

(b) 16,380 pounds of captured rice returned to GVN control.

(c) 15 rolls of concertina wire donated to Christian Kissionary
in Tuy Hoa City.

(2) Construction: Repaired 1 bridge and upgraded four kilome are
of road and also blasted channel for waterway.

(3) Psychological Operationst A total of 400,000 leaflets were dropped
in the Brigade AO during the month and approximately 80 minutes of Psychological
Operation tapes were played In conjunction with the leaflet drops.

b. Mag~

(1) Fsychological Operations:

(a) 9,890,000 leaflets were dropped in Brigade AO.

(b) 3 hours and 40 minutes of loudspeaker tapes.

c. A"r3

(1) Civic Actions$

(a) DCAP. 2627 patients treated

(b) Food: 7,500 lbs

(c) Clothing: 525 lbs

(d) Lumber: 24,000 Bd Ft

(e) Agriculture tools: 20 shovels, picks, etc.

(f) School Kits: 500

(g) Captured rice distributed& 74 tons

(2) Psychological Operations:

(a) 10,702,50 leaflets were dropped in AO.

(b) 147 loudpsaker missions flown totaling 50 hours and 30 min,

(c) Four quik reaction missions were conducted this month. The
173d Airborne Brigade is credited with 2 Hoi Chanh's that rallied to maneuver bat-
talions within the AO.

7. Igsticz: During the reporting period, the Brigade's logistical capabil-
itie. have been required to be continuously split three ways and furTish logistical
support to the DAK TO/KCNTUM area, AN M area, TUY HOA area and later in the BONG
, SCG area of operations. The logistical posture continues to remain excellent.
Tactical operations were supported by air and land lines of supply. A logistical
summar by classes of supply is furnished by month in Inclosure 3.
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8. Parsonnel and Adlnistratios

a. Goner a1 The B.-..gade personnel posture is good at this '.ime with line
battalions only short an aver -ge of 10 W4 per battalion. Over-all the Brigade in
over 181 SRI however, certain ,JS skills are snort due to the Brigade being over in.
MoS i1B's. The shortages arel

!QE AT AT- 58P

1 ICiP Inf Indirect Fire Crewman 263 114 149

12A1P Pioneer 40 29 11

13BV Field ArtiLlery Crewman 71 58 13

3LZk Field Wireman 171 130 41

4392P Parachute Rigger 70 49 21

62BV Engineer Equipment Repairman 15 8 7

62E-T ConSLruction Machine Operator 25 10 15

? 1B3P Clerk Typist 38 12 26

76AIP Sui., ly Man 52 28 24

76PT Stock Control & Acct Spec 41 26 15

76y3F Unit & Org Suiply -Z .i2 -

TOTAL 813 481 332

Casualty fill action is good ti.ough limited. .rills are made from an airborne
reilacenent pool that is maintained at 22a R9iacement Battalion and 90th Replace-
mnpt Battalion. The infusion problem at this time is limited to the lat ri, 50th
Inf (Mech), that was attached to the Brigade on 5 April 1968. Action has been
taken to infuse approxizmately 2O personnel. Headquarters USARV is controlling
this infusion program.

b, Personnel

(i) Brigade Casual ti: *

Battl hon-Battle Casualties

February 22 92 10 15

March 68 231 4 0 0

TOT AL 100 4.12 6 5 43

(2) Brigade trength:
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AUTHORIa AND AS=IGNkD $TR394GTH

AU ORIZm AS I FEB 68 ASG 30 APR 68

Assigned Units 1  333 33 5581 5747 315 43 48397 5255 350 39 5199 5588

Attached Units2  37 1 900 9 3b 13 2 4) 55 31 2 815 848

Aggregate 370 34 o281 6685 328 45 1.937 5310 381 41 6014 6436

UALNS RD WUSjS BY MhTH

FERUARY 1968 KA 196 APRIL 196

Utff Wk it _A. OFF kk V4 OPG FF W.22! A-

Gans3  19 2 189 210 46 4 741 791 118 4 1951 X73

Losses* 31 1 583 615 41 3 62b 672 43 4 446 493

NET -12 -rI -394 -405 +5 I11+113 +119 +75 0 +1505 +1580

IDuring the reported period the assigited units authorized strength increased.
The increase was due to the 74th Inf Det (Lw) being activated and assigned as of
5 Feb 196b with an authorized strenth of 2 Officers and 59 N-,; 75th Inf Det (CBr
Tracker) being activated and assigned as of 27 Feb 1968 with an authorized strength
of i, xA; the ist, 2d and 4th Bns, 503d Inf were reorganized as of 2 Apr 1968 under
the I" series 111OE with an authorized strength increase of 6 Officers and 121 M4
The 3d Bn, 503 Inf was reorganized as of 2 Apr 1968 under the .T" series MtOE with
an authorized strength increase of 7 Officers and 104 EM, The 3d En, 319th Arty
was authorized an increased strength of 5 Officers and 11 54 as of 23 Mar 1968.
The 172d id DeL being changed from attached to assigned on I Feb 1968 with authorized
strength of 9 Officers, 2 W, 21 hM; the 51st Chem Det beirg changed from attached
to assigned on I Feb 1968 with an authorized strength of 1 Officer and 4 D4; tt 24th
Mil Hist Det being changed from attached to assigned on I Feb 1968 with an authorized
strength of 1 Officer and I EM; the 45th APU being changed from attached to assigned
the 45th APU being changed from attached to assigned on 1 Feb 1968 with an authorized
strength of I Officer and 8 M4.

20uring the reported period the attached units authorized strength had an over-
all increase. The attached units authorized strength decreased due to the change
in status of the 172d '-, Det, the 51st Chem Det, the 24th Nil Hist Det, and the 45th
APU mentioned in 1 above. The attached units authorized strength increased due to
the Ist Bn, 50th Inf 0Mech) with an authorized strength of 37 Officers, 1 WO and
881 hM being attached as of 6 A r 1968 and the 54th Inf Det (GS) With an authorized
strength of 19 34 being attached as of 7 Mar 1968. The overall increase of attached
strength was 25 Officers and 866 D4, with a decrease of 1 WD.

3 lepresents all assigned gains to include both 3.n-coumtry and out-country and
the attachment of the lot Bn, 50th Inf (Mech).

4 Represents all assigned losses to include DIM0S, ETS, in-mountry reassignment,
deceased members, and out-country KWLVhAC.

3) Key Personnel Losses and Gains; Key personnel losses and gains,
to include principal heads of staff sections, special staff sections, and battalion
comanders were:
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Col Powers - DO 4aJ Re cn dde Avn Off

&taj Johnson - Bde hngr Off Maj Anderson - Bde Fin Off

maj &0low - Bde Sig Off MQ Sharber - Aest Bde 53

Maj Brewer - Bde Plu Off MaJ Goetzke - d aint Off

MW Ldwards - Bde Fin Off

Ma1 Sdwaneveldt - Bde Sup Off

Maj Glasker - Bde Maint Off

MaJ Guindon - OU, 51sat Gem Dut

(4) Awards and Leogratimne: There were a total of 2,188 awards for
valor and meritorious service during the reporting period. A breakdown follows,

APROVED AwVARDS AND DEO3RATIMNS

Februr d Am

Distinguished Service Cross 4 3 0

Silver Star 27 32 1

Legion of Herit 3 1 2

Distinguished Flying Cross 1 0 0

Bronze Star Medal (Valor) 76 88 159

Bronze Star Medal (Merit/Achievement) 104 152 260

Air Medal (Valor) 0 0 0

Air Medal kService) 10 26 65

Soldiers Medal 6 3 0

-Army Coimendation Medal (Valnr) 42 20 80

Army Commendation Medal (MeritAchievement) 101 119 2D8

Purple Heart 166 9l

TOTAL 413 610 1,165

c. Discipline. Law and Order

(1) The discipline in the Brigade has been excellent during the re-
portirg period. No stragglers were reported.

(2) During this quarter there were 4 General Court Martials, 49 Special
Court Martials, 8 Summary Court Martials and 360 Article 15's.

(3) Asalstcnce from the Brigade IG was readily available throughout
the reporting period.
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(4) There were 332 Legal Assistance Cases processed during the quarter.

d. Develonement and Itaintenance of Morales
(1) 9orale within the Brigade remained excellent due to increased

and improved services and facilities.

(2) Financei The Brigade Finance Section (Company "A', Adninitratiurs)

continued to provide financial support throughout the reporting period. Newly ar-
rived replacements were made aware of the Soldiers Saving Program and the various
allotments available to them through orientation and various newsletters.

(3) Chaplains During the reporting period there were 797 religious I
services conducted (all faiths with a total attendance of 18,922).

e. Administrative Servicest

I) Postal Services:

(a Postal service was good with incoming mail being received on

29 out of 30 days. The average days in transmission of mail from San Francisco to
actual recipient at field locations were 7 days. Outgoing mail was dispatched on
30 out of 30 days. T,4eaerage days in tran&-ission of mail from sender to the APO I
in San Francisco were 5 days.

(b) Kail processed (pounds).

I. Received - 57,818 lbs - Daily average - 1,927 lbs.

. Dispatched - 32,929 lbs - Daily average - 1,097 lbs.

(c) Total amount of money orders sold - $262,492.18.

(d) Total amount of stamps sold - .6,212.00.

(2) Special Services Activities: The Special Services program is at
present under expansion with R & R being the big attraction during the month of
April.

(a) Number of Movies - 112

k b) Number of TV Series - 18

(c) Number of Film Accounts - (Approved & Active) - 11

(d) Welfare Funds An Khe Central Post Fund - 112 Caudle,
Custodian

(e) USU Snows - ( ) ess parker Handshake Tour; RI Hollywood
Show (Country & Western) ; The Peter Leeds Show

(f) Number of In-Country R & R and Out-Of-Country R &R alloca-
tions available:

:-?-°1. Vunig Tau - 369

2. Out-of-Countryi Feb, Mar & Apr) = 1,365

3. Broak out by month of April only:

ONF IN I
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ALTfHORU) RC

HAWAII 96 96

HONG KONG 42 42

A:JSTRALIA 38 37

FMANG 20 2D

SlNGAi'ORS 19 19

BANGKO 73 73

TAIPEt 52 52

TOKLYO202

KUALA LU1IJ UR 7 7

M4ANILA 2-1

TOTAL 384 383

(g) Reading Material Distributed by Number: (Apr14 only)

.. Magazines - 500

2. Paperback Books - 832

, Army Times - waO

I

I
I
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9. Chemical Operations: The 51st Chemical Detachment of the 173d Airborne
Brigade provided chamical support on a atandby basis whenever requested by elements
of the Brigade. The following missions were accompliahed;

a. Herbicide Missions;

METHOD AUA TARGET. AMOUNT

14 Feb 68 Ui-1 QL 19 Ambush Sites 2 80 Gal

18 Feb 68 Agavenco EN 8064 BQ 8068 Rice 110 Gal
BQ 8184 NQ 8168
BQ 7969

24 Feb 68 Hand Sprayer QL 19 Check Points 10 Gal

17 Feb 68 Hand Sprayer wL 19 Check Points 30 Gal

23 Apr 68 G-123 Tiger Mountain 1 WMK

b. Flame Throwers:

(1) On 24 March 1968, 3/503 Infantry encountered bunker positions on
Hill 600, vic ZA 151 958. A flamethrower was used to destroy the two bunker posi-
tions, resulting in two enemy KIA.

(2) On 25 March 1968, the flamethrower was again used resulting in
one bunker destroyed and two enemy KIA,

c. Riot Control Agent CS.

(1) On 30 January 1968, D Company, 4th Battalion 503d Infantry used the
Tactical CS Launcher E-8 in the combat assault against a well emplaced enomy at TUy
Hua North, Phu Yen Province, RVN. D Company had placed five E-8's ranging from 50
to 200 m-ters from the target area. A good cloud of CS was achieved for 20 seconds
which perT-itted the troops to advance to the outer edge of the objective. 30 enemy
fled the village and gunships followed resulting in 30 KIA. Due to lapse conditions
I to 2 minutes after the attack, the enemy had recovered sufficiently to begin firing
again.

(2) A CS-1 (micro-pulverized) bag drop was flown on 8 February 1968
using a Uli-1 helicopter. 100 8 pound bags were dropped on a bunker complex (vie
BQ 9850). The objective of the drop was to restrict the use of these bunkers to the
enemy.

(3) Eight E-8 CS launchers were positioned around the perimeter at
Camp Radcliff, An Khe.

(4) The 51 st, Chemical Detachment supported D/16th Armor with two Mity
Kites and CS hand grenades to flush a tunnel complex vie CQ 066 454.

(5) On 2 April 1968 bulk CS (micropulverized) was used in a tunnel
denial and destruction mission vie BR 779 937. The entrances were closed after seed-
ing the tunnels.

(6) On 20 April 1968 four E-158's were used to deny caves and crevices
to the enemy vie BR 752 651. This was followed up the next day by 25 eight pound
bags of CS which were dropped from an altitude of 1700 feet. These were dropped on
the location of a major base ramp.

(7) On 26 April 1968 four E-158's were dropped on a suspected daytime
hiding position of VC vic BR 900 786.
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(8) On 29 April 1968 ten F-158's were employed in support of the 3rd
Battalion, 503d Infantry around Hill 342 in Hoal An District, Binh Dinh Province.
The E-158's were dropped from 2W00 feet and set for an altitude of burst of 1500
feet. The CS cloud covered approximately 300 meters and gave good coverage of the
target prior to lifting.

(9) On 30 April 1968 the 51st Chemical Detachment made a CS beg drop
vic BR 696 083 to BR 696 071. Fifty 8 pound bags with blasting caps were dropped on
a major eneam base camp and way station to deny the terrain to the enemy.

d. Persomel Detector Program:

(1) One MPD an, operator wers at An Khe at the beginning of February
1968 to support the 3/503d Infantry in Operation DAZZLEM.

(2) One MPD supported the 4/503d Infantry in Operation BOLLING at
Phu Hiep.

(3) On 7 February 1968 the APD and one MPD were sent with the Brigade
to Pleiku to support the 1/503d Infantry and 2/503d Infantry.

(4) The APD and MPD were used to support the 1/503d Infantry and the
2/503d Infantry in the vicinity of Ban Me Thout during the period 15-28 february 1968;

(5) On 23 February 1968 the RFD located at An Khe was flown in support
of the Capital RON Division.

(6) The APD and MPD were used to support the 1/503d Infantry and the
3/503d Infantry in the vicinity of Kontum during the period 29 February - 13 March
1968.

(7) On 23 March 1968 at BR 289 515 the RPD aircraft received heavy
readings and ground fire resulting in one US WIA.

(8) On 24 March 1968 the MPD aircraft again received heavy fire re-
sulting in one US WIA. Gunships suppressed the area in both cases with unknown
results.

(9) The APD supported Task Force 173d Brigade at LZ English during
April 1968. Or- MPD remained at An Khe in support of the 1/503d Infantry and one
MPD was located at Phu Hiep in support of the 4/5C3d Infantry.

(10) On 27 April a major base camp was found by the 3rd Battalion,
503d Infantry. The bunker complex was 1-2 weeks old. The APD had recorded heavy
reading over the area on 16-18 April and artillery had immediately been "4red.

e. Fougasse mines:

(I) 26 fougasse mines were placed arourA the perimeter at Camp Rad-
cliff, An Khe.

(2) 10 additional mines were placed on the Camp Radcliff perimeter on
24 February 1968.

(3) On 5 March 1968 ten additional mines were emplaced on the peri-

meter at Carp Radcliff for a total of 46 mines.

(4) On 20 April 1968 the 51st Chemical arsisted in the placement of
28 fougasse mines around FSB Illini.
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I.. Commander' a Observations and Recommendations:

During the operational period, various lessons were learned. These lessons
learned were drawn from all the operations which occured during the period extemd-
ing from 1 February 1968 through 30 April 1968.

A. Operations

I. OMYVATION: khen Use of Trails: In the Brigade AI the eonmy continues
to use the same general lines of drift, apparently unable to change routes based on
previous contacts with strong Brigade Forces. Paragraphs below describe one exploi-
tation of this weakness.

EVALUJATION & ROatiNDATION: Airborne Personnel Detector: In the
Brigade A as well as elsewhere in Vietnam, detection of the eneaw location is
a prime problem. In addition, in this AO, there is constant movemqnt of sall
groups of the anemy along fairly well cefined routes. Since the Brigade can not
provide forces in evry location, the Brigade began early in April to give priority
each day to aircraft needed to support the airborne personnel detector. This I
program combined with use of artillery or air within a matter of minutes after
heavy readings has proved effective. Although Allied Forces can not investigate
each firing with ground troops, we have found ample evidence that thn system is
working i.e., destroyed buakers, abandoned packs and evidence of casualties.

Bushmaster - Stay Behind Forces, During the month of April, the Brigade
began a deliberate program of leaving stay-behind platoons a-long ones lines of
movement. When a battalion was moved out of a particular area, a platoon or pl-
toons were left behind with 7 to 10 days supply, the stock of supplies being pro-
vided to preclude the giveaway resulting from frequent visits by helicopters.
These platoons have not only provided sigificant intelligence but have also
caused numerous casualties for the enem to include prisoners.

2. BURVATION: Use of APD along highways:

EVALUATION The employment of APD aircraft proved effective in early
morning highway surveillance. In conjunction with APD flights, an artillery
aerial observer, flying in close proidmity to the snoopy aircraft, should be
imediately available to call artillery fires on heavy APD readings.

RSMENDATION: As noted in evaluation.

3. OBSERVATIONS Use of RF/PF to augment US ambush activities enhances
the Allies enthusiasm and esprit.

EVALUATION: Close coordination with Pcpular Forces and combined
operations builds enthuaiasm and esprt within the indigenous forces. Planned

ambushes augmented with Popular Forces South of An Khe proved highly successful
Fnwq incidents along the Southern Cpmp Radcliff perimeter were stopped. The
local populace of An Khe credited these ambushes with preventing the new' from
attacking An Khe during the TET offensive.

RMOMEN4DATION1 Close coordination with RF/PF Units.

4. QBSUV&TIQN: Clearing Fields of Fire.

EVALUATIONS An epedient method of clearing underbrush in thickly
vegetated areas is the emnployment of det cord and copoaition C-4. The area to
be cleared is prepared with concentric "ring mains" of det cord. Large shrubs
and trees are further prepared with C-4. The result is a pattern of det cord -- d
C-4 si.aped mometing like a spoked wheel. (See Figure 1). Once in place, The
ring main is detonated clearing the desired area.

'S
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9 14 N1ATICh: This tec-mique tends to blow away secondary growth
at chest level. Its other advantage is that it allows personnel to shape the area
to be cleared to conform to the shape of the defensive position perimeter.

needtAd

5. librLRVATION: Insertion of LJI Stay Behind Elements.

EVKYUATION: An excellent technique employed to cover the insertion
of L Teams is to insert them at the same roment that an extraction is initiated.
The saxe ships u3ed to lift out a unit also carry in the L1W team.

6L-IEDAMN LX? teams insbrtod in this fashion provide some se-
z.uirity for the last flight of extraction aircraft. it is an opportune time to
enter the AO unaectected and ambush or obsar-e eneuq scavengers. This technique
further reduces the requirement for additional C & C ships and gunships if the
team were to be inserted separately.

6. UBSERVATION: Destruction of the BA 386 Battery.

kl AL IOh1 An effective method of completely rendering a 6A 386
Battery unusable is to break the terminal socket out of Ahe container and cro s
the wires to create a short. This technique will burn up the cells over a short
period of time and effectively destroy the bttery with minimal effort.

REjUMEATiON This techique ii more effective than breakinc or
cutting ,up the battery as it renders all cells unserviceable and an additional ad-
vantage of this technique is that the heat generated during this process is usually
sufficient enough to dry at least one pair of socks.

7. OBSERVATION: Destruction of Brass, Amno Cans, and other metal refuse.

VALUATI j 'Ahen required to dispose of brass, anmo cans, end other
metal refuse, a technique that will destroy this material and deny its use to the
enemy is to use a theruite grenade. A hole approximately three feet deep is dug
with an opening large enough to accomodate the largest item to be destroyel. The
thereto grenade ..s ignited and placed on top of the trash. As the grenades burn4
it burns through the i'. al- items causing them to melt and bun .

R ED4DATION This technique results in the complete destruction
of the material, leaving the enemy no opportunity to recover the metal items.
Tnis technique is much quicker and effective than other methods of destruction.

B. Logistics

1. 0jVATION: Frequent unnecessary deployment of BW)C and unit trains
seriously disrupted the suppl, system which hampered continuous support to the
combat units. One such move was from Kontum to Plei Mrong.

EVALUATIONs The BS)C Commander must continuously keep the Brigade
Ccusander informed as to the Support limitations which will result from redeploy-
ment.

4.6
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RSEWA)4DAT'IOi; Unless it is absolutely necessary to relocate, the
BW)G should support by use of contact team aid its Hook capabilities from a can-
tralized support element.

2. O-LB.RVATLUON The Support Ba,.*4ijon TO&z does not provide sufficient
personnel and equipmint to adequatelv suplirt combat operations 'n more than two
locations without aug:aentaticv . During periods of this quarte the Support Bat-
talin has bean called upon tt provide support in up to four k4) locations sim-
ult&neously. Thi s h,.s caused problems in the Supply and Maintenance area.

Jj_6_UTIjN. The Brigade Connander and staff should be kept advised
as to Support battahon' a capabilities t.- adequately support separate combat oper-
ations,

The maneuver bat alions must be called upon to pro-
vide great." assistance in self supporting during limdJte indepondent operations.

C, .essc.-s Lezrned in Tnfantrj OpuraLionsi submitted by PFC S. n. Pacherer,
3d Flatoon, ('oWany ., 3d Lh, 503d Inf, 113d Airborne Brigade.

1. ehpn in an AtL company -,ize eleents are too often 1vei a movement
order to establish a Lager site on very NO ground a lengthy distance from the
previous evemiogs perimeter. This necessLtates a comaiV size move with rucksacks
over what is usually dense terrain, As a result a day is spe*t with no emp tva-
ity to successfully search & destroy tle low ground at the bav, of mootain ,us

terrain where eneV activity 1s most usu"1! centered. A1l In'-ications and actual
finds backed up by concurrent elimination of crops, caches, and base caups are
found in easity accessibl but canopy hidden areas near low ground. and if possible
close by or on a readily sylvlable source of water. In our observations the VC
and NVA use streams as reference points for their comrades to locate them and join
forces, ienae all base areas and straggling or comcentrated groups of anow are
fo d am either side of a stream, usually the wider sectios of water. Hospitals
will always be tound an a stream. caopitals d4sperately moed large ameunts of
water and therefor* must locate on a suitable locality. To sum this up, too much
time I spout on moving to high ground on a route there cmtact with the anew in
Wnlike ly.

2- In recent operatiOs an effort has been made to supply the infantr7
company with a 5 d. y subs] itence capability. This is good. Lack cf helicopter
resupply orbitkng and then landing in a friendly occupied area enhances greatly
the ability to remain out of the neuly' a constant observance. The intelligmt
and combat trained enerV could learn much about size and capability and morale
of the Amrican infantry unit merely by counting the number of sorties the re-
r,upply chopper flies and in many instances what the chopper contains. One w'p-
come and beneficial cange would be to have 5U)A LRd rations and 5W0 Combat C-
rations. This would make for a lighter, saller load and would also decrease
the possibility of poor police of the battlefiLd.

3. Each squad size element should carry at least one D-handle shovel
for digging in at night. Experience shows it to be much better and not that
difficult to carry since often it is an asset when being used as a crutch or
support for the carrier xien ascending steep terrain. Rope should be carried
for use as a binding for prisoners, a trip-pull for possible booby traps, rap.-
pelling, etc. Each man should carry 25 sandbags.

4. On combat assault operations into an unestablished LZ, assault per-
sonnel when in helicopters other than the Chinook should have rucksacks in a
position to enable quick "kick-off" of the individual rucksack just prior to each
individual exiting. There have been instances when the chopper must hover 5-12
feet over the LZ because of tall elephant grass or maly stumps. This is very
aangerous for a combat trooper when he must leap out at such a heiight with a
heavy rucksack on his back. A secure perimeter would be established more quickly
and safely by this method.
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5. NO's should carry their radio so it is camoflaged by some means.
This can be accomplished by covering it over when on the rucksack and when po&-'
aible by bending the aerial down throu?h the frame of the rucksack when the par-
ticular operator knows his communications are but a short distance away. Pref-
erable to me is by carrytng the radio in a demolition bag hug around the neck
with the radio resting on the front left of the individual. This keeps the radio
easily accessible at all times when patrols drop rucksacks and cloverleaf, bal-
ances weight on the odj, and ironica2r protects a vulnerable section of the
body.

6. meapons maintenance and ideal weapons are always foremrst in the com-
bat trooper's mind. Where the slip-up is I do not Ioiow bit there i- always a
shortage of c.3anLing equipment which makes for increasing expedienc, in finding
materials witi which to cloan, Steps should be taken to insure that every man if
possible have a full cleaning kit for his weapon. This includes wrt'nches for the
madine gun crews. Line companies are crying for more M79 shotgun aaapters due to
dense terrain in which many times an Y,79 is rendered useless. At least 2 shot-
guns per platoon wuld be ideal.

7. Cla ore mines should have a sandbag behind to take some of the back-
blast with the wdre wound around the mine Ath legs and stretched tightly to the
position with the end leading under a sandbag to keep it tight. Only 2 inches of
the wire plus the detonator should be visible on the trooper's side of the sand-
bag. If the tw attemvts to turn the mine the 2 inches visible to the gvi id
on position wdll move. 

M
any times the enemy will hurl grenads inside a friendly

perimeter. Often 9 out of 0 objects heard hitting the ground are rocks. The
combat trooper must stay composed. If all positions have plenty of grenades they
should retaliate with a few grenades of their own and H&I fire with M79' s. A
Starlite Scope that is fun ioning properly is an immense help.

8. When a long distance from a village, the finding of planted crops, be
it small gardens or an acre of rice, wilt result in the discovery of one or sev-
eral hooches. Although usually close by, which ordinantly means observing the
terrain around the crop and then searching the thickest stand of vegetation and
trees around the crop until discovery of the hooches, sometimes the hooches are
quite a distance, 300-700 meters distant. U on finding a recent crop of some
sort it is always wise to make an extensive search of all outlying area. Nothing
pleases the combat trooper more, except for actual contact and elimination of the
ieeW, than finding and destroying the eneMl' a provisions; shelters, or discover-

ing caches of ammunition, grenades, mortar rounds, rockets, weapons, etc. When
found in a well hidden area morale of the trooper surges up 100% and definitely
undermines the enemy.
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AVFA-GC-OT (15 May 68) 1 st Ind
SUBJECTs Operational Report of 173d Airborne Brigade for Period

Ending 30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI)
DA, Headquarters, I Field Force Vietnamt APO 96350- " 1 a JUN IM81

TO: Commanding General, United States Army Vietnam,
ATTNr AVHGC-DST, APO 96375

(C) This headquarters has evaluated subject report and concurs.
The following comments are made for clarification.

a. Reference paragraph 3a(1)(a)I, page 3t During the reporting
period, the H15 LF VC Battalion was located southeast of Pleiku
City, while the 4th Battalion, 95B NVA Regiment was situated west,
not south of the city. This headquarters has no evidence to support
the statedent that the Headquarters 95B Regiment was located south
of the city.

b. Reference paragraph 3a(2)(a)5_X, page 9: Ty An and Rieu

Xuong Districts are located in the BOLLING AO and not the COCHISE
AO.

c. Reference paragraph A2 Section II page 452 Use of Airborne
Personnel Detector (APD) along highways. The technique described
is being used by artillery units to acquire and attack targeta in
a timely manner. The location of a heavy APD reading is marked by
dropping a smoke grenade from the snoopy aircraft immediately fol-
lowed by the aerial observer taking the target under artillery fire.

FOR TI OANE

01E, .4ABBAIMD

ILT, A3;-ASST ADJiTAhGNjT

Copies furnished:
2 - ACSFOR, DA, Wash DC 20310
1 - 173d Abn Bde
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AVHGC-DST (15 May 68) 2d Ind CPT Arnold/dls/LBN 4485

SUBJECT: Operational Report Lessons Learned (1 Februarv - 30 April 1968)

HEADQUARTERS, US ARWY VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 96375 2 3 JUN 1968

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

1. This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons Learned
for the quarterly period ending 30 April 1968 from Headquarters, 173d
Airborne Brigade.

2. Concur with report as submitted.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

C. S. NAKATSURASA
Captain. A6C(

C furn: Assisant Adjutant General

HQ I FFORCEV'
HQ 173d Abn Bde

!~i
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GoPo-vT (15 May 68) 3d Ind (C)
SUBJECT: Operational Report of HQ, 173d Abn Bde for Period Ending

30 April 1968, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI)

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO San Francisco 96558 15 JUL 1968

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. (U) This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding
indorsements and concurs in the report as indorsed.

2. (C) For clarification, reference lot Indorsement, subparagraph a:
During early February, the 4th Battalion, 95B VM Regiment vas iden-
tified an the unit contacted in the area of Pleiku City by the US 1/69
Armor Battalion and the ARVN 3d Armored Cavalry Squadron. At thrr
time, the 5th Battalion, 95B NVA Regiment was reportedly located
kilometers east of Camp Enari (Al 787324). The reported mission of
the 95B Regiment was the interdiction of Route 19 between Pleiku and
An Ihe. Considering the mission of the 95B IVA Regiment, it is
probable that its headquarters moved into a position south of Pleiku
to control the operations of its battalions.

FOR THE COM(&NDEi IN CIVEF:

c~t SHOM~r
CPT, AGC

Ass AG

5C
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/5/ CONF I DENT I AL
AVB-SC/M§ 15 May 1968
SUBJECT: upply and Combat Service Activities

a. Supply:

(i) Class I: Rations were supplied to the Brigade from four (4)
locations during the month, Elements of the Brigade in the Bolling AO drew from
the Tuy Hoa Sub Area Command ratlon breakdown point, Elements operatlng in the
icinity of Pleiku drew from the :leiku Sub t.rea. Elements operating in Ban Me

Thuot area drew rations from a Class I point operated by the 173d BSOC. Bass Camp
elements plus the Quick Strike Battalion drew rations from the An Khe Class I supply
Doint. MYan problem areas were lack of refrigeration storage for perishable subsis-
tence, and shortage of aircraft to transport rations,

(2) Class II & IV: Class II supnort was furnished to all Brigade units
from An Khe Base Camp by shioment by road convoy and air shinment. The fill on
requisitions was excellent during this month. The replacement of combat lost equip-
ment remained the major supply problem. Items of critical shortage at the present
time in the Brigade are; insect bars, food containers, water trailers, and type-
writers.

(3) Class III & liA: Class Ill supnly settled into a routine proce-
cure. No critical problems wgre encountered.

(4) Class V: The Lunar New Years Offensive by the enemy forces caused
am increased consumption of class V. Serveral items on the ASR were exceeded as a
reault. Operations in multiple locations made control of anmunition a problem. The
Brigade was drawing ammunition from four (4) ammunition supply points concurrently
during most of the month.

b. Maintenance.

(1) Significant Areas of Maintenance and Maintenance Problems:

(a) ThA performance of maintenance services on the UH-IH helicop-
ters improved slightly dring the month of February; however, the deadline rate of
this aircraft in the brig.,de still continues to be unsatisfactory. Much of the dif-
ficulty can be attributed to the shortage of special tools for the aircraft. Re-
pair parts, especially engines, have contributed significantly to this deadline rate.

(b) The repair capability of generators at the direct support
maintenance level is extremely critical, The maintenance comnany is authorized a
total of seven of these '.U)S's with currently only ony assigncd.

(2) Significant Ma'ntenance Frojects:

(a) The technical as!istance inspection initiated 20 Jan 1968
was completed 10 February 1968, All units in the Brigade received assistance in the
following areas.

! PLL Records

2. Mai..-enance Records

(b) Units are to rec ive a 15% inspection on all equipment
during the month of March, An additional training package is wider developement
on supply records and TAES.

c. Medical: Caiualty figures for the month:

(i) KRHA 22

(2) KBNRHA 0
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SUWJECT: Supoly and Combat Service Activities

(3) IRKA 100

(4) IBNRHA In

(5) MIA 1

(6, X&laria 30

2. March:

a. Supply:

(1) Class I- Rations were supplied to the Brigade prim rily from
three locations during the month. Elements operating in the vicinity of Kontum drew
rations from the ration breakdown point operated by the Brigade Class I Section at
Kontum during most of the month. Rations for this operation were line hauled from
Pleiku Sub Area Command. Elements in AG Bolling continued to draw from Tuy Hoa
Sub Area Class I Supoly Point. An Khe Base Camp Units plus the Quick Strike Battal-
ion drew rations from the An Khe Class I Suply Point. Fresh filled milk was pro-
vided to elements in An Khe and Tuy Hoa. Arrangements have been made to provide
this popular item to all Brigade elements commencing on 31 March 1968.

(2) Class II and IV: Class II support was furnished to all Brigade
units from the An Khe Base Camp; shipments were made primarily by road conveys,
supplemented with air shipments. The posture in II and IV Supply continued to
improve during the month. Combat loss replenishments improved also. The supply of
Ml51Ai (I ton trucks) has become critical and they are now comsand controlled.
Previous critical items; insect bars, food containers and typewriters have begun to
come into country. The supply of sand bags and concertina wire was a problem dur-
ing the month.

(3) Class III and IlIA: No critical problems were encountered.

(4) Class V: The major problem area revolved around the Ammunition
Supply Point at Kontum. The operation started as a joint operation of the 4th
Infantry Division and the Brigade, The Brigade ended up with the total mission.
Problems arose due to the large number and diversity of artillery unite that ware
supported plus the inadequate space and the material handling equipment. The uimt
stayed within the ASR during this period despite continued enemy contact.

b. Maintenance:

(1) Significant Areas of Maintenance and Maintenance Problems The
repair of construction equipment and generators continues to be a problem. Long
and excessive deadlines are experienced with these items. This situation is attri-
buted to a shortage of direct support maintenance personnel in these KiS's and a
critical shortage of repair parts.

(2) Significent Maintenance Projects:

(a) A weapons technical assistance inspection was conducted in
the Brigade for all units during the month of March. This was to assist units in
the proper care and cleanirg of the M16 rifle.

(b) A readiness assistance irspection was conducted in technical
supply of Company D, 173d Support Battalion 17 thru 21 March 1968. This inspeotion
was to assist in improving the supply responsiveness of technical supply.

(c) A Brigade Maintenance CNM Team was formed and trained to
conduct the maintenance and maintenance management inspection in the Brigade. This
team is designed to assist the IG.

CONF I DENT I AL
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c. Medical: Casualty figures for the month,

(1) YRHA 68

(2) K B RHA 5

(3) IRi1A 23t

(4) IB8*J A 26

( -U '4A 4.

(6) M-alaria 25

3. Aril:

a. Supply.

(I) Class I: Rations have been sup,1lied to the Brigade primarily from
three locations during the month of April. The alements in the Bong Son area have
been draw ng su,clies from the Class I area operated by the FSA (Forward Support
Activity) supplemented by the j73H Airborne Brigade personnel. Fresh filled milk
and ice crean has started going to those forward elements. Elements in AO Bolling
continued to draw rations from the Ttir Hoa Sub Area Class I Supply Point. The
elements in An Khe are drawing their Class I supplies from the An Khe Sub Area
Class I supply point.

(2) Class II and IV: Class Ii and IV support was furnished to the
Brigade from An Khe. Shipments made to the forward areas had been priaarily by I
road supplemented with air shipments to Tuy Hos. Several items still remain I
critical i.e_, typewriters, generators, food containers, concertina wire and small
regular fatiue trousers. During the nonth the units of the Brigade have drawn a
total of 32 rton trucks and 36 3/4 ton tram'ks. The II and IV status of supplies
continues to lImpro7e and is expected to improve even more in the coming months.

(3) Class III and IIIA: No critical problems have been encountered.
Class III support has been from FSA and is good.

(4) Qlass 2: The class B problem of Mar-h no longer exist sine the
Brigade terminated its OPCON status to the 4th Division. The Brigade has remained
within the ASR. fhe 1/69th Armor has exceeded the A3R on 40m azmo. This is not
charged against the 173d since the 1/69th continues to receive its allocation thru
the 4th Division.

(5) The diversified operations of this Brigade has compounded the pro-
blem of dessemination of supplies. Regardless of the dispersion of the Brigade
trucks to LZ English departed An Khe almost daily and on several days two and three
trucks a day were dispatched from An Khe, Likewise trucks picked up supplies from
the Qui Nhon Depot on a daily basis.

b. Maintenance:

(1) Significant Areas of Maintenance and Maintenance Problems:

(a) The repair of construction equipment continues to be a problem,
especially in connection with the Air Mobile Kit "C". Manuals are not available,
military TM's or manufacturer's literature, for the expeditious ordering of repair
parts for this equipment.

(b) One quarter ton vehicle majol assemblies are becoming crit-
icea, especially front and rear differentials, transmssions, transfer cases and
engines. The system ncw employed is to obtain these assesblies from cannibalizing
like vehicles that are ready for salvage. This system has now become unexceptable
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mince the abvce items are not available. Prosently it has become necessary to work
out vehicles for nossibly one of these components. It is anticipated that only one
out of three vehicles can be repaired if one of these major components becomes
unserviceable.

(2) Signficant Maintenance Projekts:

(a) A one hunired percent inventory was completed this month in
the An Khe area and in LZ English. Through this inventor- we were able to decrease
our ztro balance of repair parts by fifteen percent.

(b) A technical assistance team is presently inspecting all
starlight scopes to ascertain the serviceability of the starlight scopes through-
out the Brigade. The most comnon deficiency noted is that the batteries are being
left in the scopes when nlaced in temporar. storage and in some cases the scope
being stored with the scope operating.

(3) Technical. Supply:

(a) During the last two weeks the ")" Conpany (Maintenance) Tech-

nical Supply has increased it's percentage of fill by fifteen percent. This means
that units will see an increase in fill of their requisitions for repair parts.
Presently tech supply is releasing approximately five hundred lines a day to the
brigade units.

(b) A repair parts reconciliation listing was sent to each unit
for review of their outstanding requisitions, upon completion the units will have
an exact count of all valid requisitions in tech supply.

(4) Company D (Maintenance), 173d Airborne Brigade production for the

month of April is as follows:

TYPE JOBS RECEIVED JOBS COMPLETED

Automotive 67 50

Service Section 192 164

Signal 669 545

Armament 465 (1) 365

Ragineer 52 36

Office Machines 53 (2) 14

Note - (1) 37 ea weapons were evacuated to the 560th LEM Co, An Khe.

(2) 30 ee office machines were ev&,uated.

c. ,dcaJ. - ualty figurcz for the month:

(1) KRHA 10

(2) KB'IRHA 5

(3) IRMA 82

(4) IBNRHA 27

(5) MIA 1

(6) Malaria 96
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COMBAT AFTLR ACTION INTERVIEW

"006" COMPANY
4TH BATTALION

5030 (AIRBORNE) INFANTRY

1730 AIRBORNE BRIGADE
(SEPARATE)

TUY HOA NORTH
30 - 31 JANUARY 1968
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TkBIA OF UatTS f

I. ComrAt After Action .IterVie - ,Dog" Company, 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry
(TUY hOA North)

1 - Interview with IPW Team'a Contact with NVA Patrol 30 Jan 68

2 -Mr.. *F PrF: Xoterw&.d

3 vrw w .;im go. 3411w h
Not Received, Hqs, DA

5 poi elst Itc N6's Ma Jwe
III. MaGM. D r and Potographn o TUY HOA North

IAM 0 t±o. Phblsp U6 CJehom of Attzu (pheo 1)

- L .... .r..~ o Omitted

T"A Fb 449.G Hap~~ o~ of Mir, He .5 as

SIB
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Dk.PMhDT.hJT VF Ml Afhil
-, AD,,UfJXTLR5 1730 A.iU bnhk B1GDL - hPARAT,)

A110 San Francisco %250

AV BF- SC/kkW

SU CTa Combat After Action Interview

1 Nm. and T Qr~anis~tinnz D Compam 4th Battalion 503d Infantry
173d Airborne Brigade (Separate).

2. Inet1univ Dates of rAtn: 30 - 31 January 1968

3. L&CALJ=: .*ap Sheet 6835 Ii, TUL hOA (Chau T Arfh) vic C 153477

4. Lqntrgr Co:wand HeadguaLters: 00, 173d Airborne Brigade (Sop)

5. e See Inclosure 2.

6. Tation: 4th battalion, 503d Airborne Infantry.

7. Su g : Helicopter Gunships, 335th Assault Helicopter Co,
81me ortars, (organic) 51st Chemical Detachient, 173d Abn Bde, FO party, 3d
Bn - 319th Arty, C Btry 6th Bn 32d Artillery, C Btry, 3d Bn 319th Arty (illu-
mination only), 2d Bn 47th AhaJ Regiment, elements of TWi' HUA Regional and
Popular Forces and Republic of Korea Artillery (105mm) Army of Vietma Artil-
lery (105a-,). TAC Air Support -100a's) 308th TAC Fighter Sqn (TUY HOA) and
3d TAG Fighter wing (EILN HOA).

8. Intrduction & Background: This combat after action interview contains
not only the aftor action interiew with D Company 4th Bn 503d Infantry but in-
terviews with captured NVA prisoners from the 5th Bn, 95th NVA Regt, mn from
the attacked C Battery, 6th Battery, 6th Bn, 32d Artillery, the 51st Chemical
Dot (173d Airborne Brigade), the 172d Ml Detachment (173d Airborne Brigade), the
Cmmanding General's aLde, and the warden of the South Vietnamese Rehabiliation
of PHUI YE . The idea is to tell the story of the Co:aunist Tet offense in
TUY BOA and the part the 173d Airborne Brigade played in smashing it. Special
thanks on this report is due SSG RoberL J. Destatte, interrogator from the 172d

I Dot who worked many extra hours to provide the NVA POW interviews. POW in-
terviews as well as those from units other than D Compw are interjected where-
ever they pretain either in the background -tkteMnt of the -Iralon ra-r~tTve,

Since November 1967 when the majority of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Sep)
departed the TUY HOA area to participate in Operation MACARTHUR in DAK TO/KXC-
TUN area the 5th Bn 95th NVA Regt had moved back into the mountains (vic CQ
010541) where they could operate in a group of hamlets in the NW corner of
TUY HOA Valley. Here they continued to get rice from the Hoa Quag Village and
operate 10 - 15 kilometers west of TUY BOA City.

The 5-95th Regt (NVA) received orders to move down and strike the district
capital of TUY HOA on the moruing of Tet (30 Jan 68). They were to strike the
American Artillery base at TUY BOA North, destroy the airfield there and celeb rc A
Tat with the people of TUX BOA.

WANG MLIH SANG (Q4 ASSPIRANT, HQ 95th Regt attached to 5th Bn to handle
provisions for the operation). "Mission of attack on TUY HOA was to d stroy
the puppet's (ARVN) troops and puppet government, drive the Americans from the
fatherland and to liberate the people of the South and reunite the country under
freedom and democracy."

S (Squad leader 82mm mortar platoon). NIf we weren't sccess-
ful we were to retreat, rest, then return and hit TUY HOA again."

The attack was suppose to be in conjunction with the 85th VC Main Force
Battalion (eat-strength 250 men) on the saue day. The 5th Bn was counting on
the 85th VC Bn's help in the cityhowever the 85th VC Bn aborted their mission.
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PtW A GQ LA" (Ase't Company Commander, 2d Company 85th VC Bn, who sur-
render himself and 15 Laen in TUY HOA City on 5 Feb 68). "we (the 85th 3m) were
suppose to attack on Tit but we had advanced only half way between the mountains
and the city when our reoon element returned saying if we continued we'd run
into a government ambush on the western edge of the city."

The 5th Bn had three infantry companies: let, 2nd and 3rd Company with a
strength of approximately 55 men per company. Attached to them was a reoon
element (eat 15 men) from the rs-21 ReconiSapper Company and a mortar platoon
(2 82mm mortars) from the Regt's K-17 Mortar Company. There were also a few
special support troops such as . ard medics attached from the Regimental H ,
and a small local force VO element acting as guides.

The 5th Bn was asred with SKS carbines, AY-4,7 automatic rifles, B-40
rocket launchers, RKD machine guns, a few DP4 medium machine guns and 2 82ma
mortars (possibly there was a 60mm mortar per company but none were captured).
The soldiers were armed with 1-4 grenades each, riflemen carried between 30
to 50 rounds, automatic weapons men (AK-47) carried 60 to 90 rounds. RPO
machine gunners had 3WC rounds in 3 ILC round drums, B-40'a had 3 to 4 rounds
( at) and the 82 mortars had 10-15 rounds per tube.

PK UL YW (NVA '0Q) "I had 60 rounds of am,-iuntion, 2 magazin a for my
AK-47. This is not a small amount at all, 60 to 90 rounds w.s plenty for our
aide because we don't fire cur ammunition wastefully like your aid% does."

"The 5th Bn's morale depended upon the individual, some had high morale
others would have preferred to celebrate Tit back at their hospital with their
wounded."

ILT PhU(" (S-2 47th AR\, Regt) "Generally speaking the morale of the &tack-
ing unit was low."

The Bn moved out of the mountains (vic C h10540 begining about 1800
hours, at 190 hours they had reached canal 'o. 1 on the the valley floor (vie
C 050490)and pushed on pass the Dong Hoe C.urch (2000 hours) and arrived at
the foot of CHAP CHAT iountaln at 2130 hours. The local people encountered on
the way caused no trouble. From CHAP CHAT they moved into the delta (rice fields)
and crossed a shallow river, here they split up with the 1st end 2d company
(plus supporting forces and Lhe Sapper/Recon force acting as security for the
Bn H) moved to the south of the airfield and the 3d compan moved to the front
of the Aericaz Artillery position. The Battalion had arrived in front of the
airfield at about 0100 30 Jan 68. The attack was suppose to have started at
0100 but according to the NVA POW the local guide took to long to get them there.

The attack was to open by firing the mortars on to the airfield. The 3d
Company was to take the artillery position and blow up the aircraft on the field.
The task were broken down by platoons, as to taking bunkers, armored vehicles
and blowing up aircraft.

PFC BUI VAN TUONG (3d C) 1 y cell was assigned to take a pillbox (sand
bag bunker), my platoon was to get the pillboxes and tanks (there were 2 dual
40mm dusters on the perimeter) the rest of the compwaq was to get the artillery
and airplanes. We didn't have anything to cut the barbwire we wfre to crawl
through it, we didn't have any special explosives for blowing up the artillery.
There was no special. mission to seise or destroy the radar site I didn't even
know there was one there." (The 3d Bn (Abn) 319th Artillery had a counter mor-
tar radar site inside C Btry 6th Bn 32d Arty perimter).

SFC VEiduN S,.ILE (Chief of Firing Btz.1 C 6-3zd Arty) "We had fow MG
bunkers to the front with 2 men to a buYor, there was a dual 40= gun (SP) on
the right front and another on the beok of the perimeter. The two 8" howit-
eroa (SP) and 2,175 guns (SP) were auout ten to fifteen meters behind the
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bunkers. The gurnr In the n~zser j biwmker gave the aJert and opened up. They
were already into the wire when we utarted firing. They captuired the number

threebunk rdtred h o r~~ on us. Tney blew up one powder magazine

our eft.Whenthe paratroopers came in at 000C we pushed thenr out into the
rice paddies an~d worked then over with XG a.:-d 4C-eni fire. After the battle we
counted 19 dead INVA in the perimeter and a RUK aweep In front found 43 more 1 VA.
of the 100 artilleryinen, four were killed."

£PiJ1 BU (VA) "w~e were not successful, we were defeated and forced to with-
draw."

4~~%. Meanwhile ILT William Kenne'iy the artillery battery co.tmander at "405 had
reported to the 173d Aba Bde TAC CP that they were receiving Zincomaing mortar

jo. 4 and small arms fire and an estinated V~. platoon (4, rien) was inside the penn-
ter. He requested the brigade Reaction f'orce. The TAC; CP imediately notified
the Commanding General, the b-2, S-3, Aviation Officer, Air zorce Liaison Offi-

;L car, CC 4th Bn 503d Inf, CO 3 Bn 319th Arty, 1-17th Cay and D Co.l6th Armor.
At 043C the 4-5C0d mIn was notified to have 1 company to r~ove to TUY HGA N orth.

MP QjfCY JACKSON "Dog Company w"s alerted about 05CC to prepare for ex-
traction from our field perimeter (via SQ 9 44.47), there was no chance to eat
but the men carried plenty of food since we had just been resupplied for five
days the night before. (The Company had been on a search and destroy operation

~, ViJ~ifor the past 1C days). About 0530 the battalion CO (LTC James h. Johnson)
landed and briefed me on the operational plan.'1

"Dog Company has two rifle platoons of 35 menl each, a HN section and Mor-
tar section with 2 60mm mortars; attached were an Arty FO Team (3 Bn 319th Arty),
4.2 mortar F0 Team, an Lngineer Team (2 men) and a dog team (1 nan, ldog). Thc
men carried 5Lu (*) rounds of K-16 ammo, machine gunners carried 15CC rounds,
1--7) ;,an 50 .- rounds, the mortars had 100 rounds. Lvery iwan carried two frag
aod two smoke grenades, two claym-,ore nines and two trip flares. Lach mani oarriod
hise rucksack an there were 10 L"Ws spread through the company, th~re was a M-17
protective mask for eviery four men."

9. intelligence: It hei been reported the T'Lrf KA .rtkh Ai-field (Cf
1 ~, ~.154477) had received a probe and the area had been initally over run fron the

west. The airfield to the east was still secure.

10. MisiQ The company would tak' helicopters into airfield (southern
end) and push to w.est until1 they neutralized all hostile positions in the
perimeter.

11. Conceot of the QOerationi and Execution; The helicopters (CH-47's and
41 Lffl-1 ) came in after 0600 o'clock and started exctracting Dog Co under illum-

irnatiomi furnished by, the Art'Illecry, and illurdination pots prepcsitioned along
.1 ~the PZ in an Ili. shape. Ships landed to the seat of them.

4ii Caatain Jimu Jackson "I arrived at the airfield on first ship with the
assault elements around 0645. The aircraft approached the LZ from Soutb to
North. hostile fire caine from the west side of the LZ. The aircraft (CH-47)
received fire and one of the aese was shot out, we had 32 men on the first
lift. Our chopper landed behind-Artillery perimeter. When we le~t it the Hook
was smoking. The second Hook was diverted to TOY HOA South airfield where the
slicks would pick them up after they dropped the 3d lift."

The 3d lift was composed of 6 slicks and they came in sane place as let
lift. The troops entered through ths back of the artillery perimeter's wire

0.I
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and dropped ruc.-.c;cb -s they wint throiakh the wirL, the .n pu-l',d their etra
axMao off the ruc.csacks. lie 2. platoon and the zrz,-PLD (point of five volun-
tLirs) we re the first through the wire. The .peurhead pushc:d ahead followed by
2d platoon on line. 7he ascazit element pushed due west across the compound
and swung to the southwest; the paratroopera were holding their fire beoause it
was still dark and friendly artilleryn.en were crouched in behird cover.

-_ohae.;lank 'he .eirie*d car..e up on the &and dune a little to the
north of the rad.-r sit,. 'ihe i,.. had gotten into the a.rmo bunkers. .e assault-
od the buiakera with fire and 6reides. ;:.C &uhon (James L. Jr.) was leading the
bpearhead, I yelled to him, watch out there are Gooks here."

.. ahon yelled back, "Iiats what we're here for."

"and then he grenr.ued the buikcr. ...e uoved up to the gener-tor on the artillery
peri:ieters left arid attacked a bun'er there. .e couild identify the artillery
people by their ilack Jackets."

There was a lull in Lhr Uririg then iro 0 niptra and automatic wtapon,.
JT, Robert L, ..hitLeck had already been killed near the radar site. The Spear-
head pushed to south., st and neutraliztd the ares and recovered the Artillery
Bn Co:aander's body. They began receiving sniper fire from the Northern Choi
hoi hehabilitation Center tower. The company .hen set up a perimeter until lot
platoon arrived. Jlicys vent over and picked up lt platoon from the TUY h0A
South Airfield and jscvcd them to 2d platoons l1.ding zone.

The 2d platoon -shed up through C Battery and C battery filled in behind
them. The dual 4tmm ousters were Lo the right, '. were in some of the £ront
bunkers along the ,ront cf the wire using s. all aros and autonatic weaponaisthe
paratro-pers knocked out the captured bunkers and neutralized the northern tower,
The who .:ere crawling in the drainage ditch which led up tc the perimete,
were killed with - (9 fire and 6renades.

Choppers brought in 1st platoon and mortar section. The 60 mm mortars were
set up at the rear of th artillery perimeter. It took Dog Company about 20
to 3C minutes to restor erimeter.

JtS_ eFr i!t "..e !.ovLd up through the compound and cam up on the
perir..eter where the 4Ci;. wa lLevled, ..hen we got up on the perimeter Puff
(C-47) came b., and opened a nd -. pt the ri*e p-dais to the i,:a;,t w.'th -g.-,
fire. '.e set up on the perimeter,"

".T Plank "."e secured 'he ri-dar site Lnd started A oving through the barb-
wire towards the rice paddies when ufj (C-47 gunslip' opened up."

Ll Buqn ';-.ctually we were doin ne.t to the rice paddies, sitting in a
ditch. The 2nd platoon rear elements received the rounds from Snoopy as they
cleared the en. portion of the perimeter closing on the Spe..'rhead.

uT Jo Clrs "e n:.oved forward pass the guns (175=), ILT Greene
(Lawizence 3. told noG iraizer to move down to the forward edge of the wire.
When we came up on the left near the gfncrator we ztarted receiving fire from
the North Tower (northern tower nf the RVlh Phui Yen Rehabilitation Certer
located about ICO meters left of the artillery compound). I told iLt Burton
(Michael D) that the tower was firing on us, it wasn't completely light yet ad
we could see the muzzle flash* LIT Burton ordered them to fire on it and they
really smoked it for about I minutes. LT Greene fired a L;W into the tower at
the climax of the small arms and automatic weapons fire. Then somebody came out
and waved."

,.r. 14ie (..arden enui Yen :,chabiiitation Center) ",evral NVA took the
northern tower of the co:npour4. ThL Americans in the artillery compound fired
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directly on the tower an. th-k NVA they didn't kill Jumped out and ran away. I
walked out and wa ed Lo them to atop firing. There were 3 dead 1AA in the
tower.'

Upon neutra.i~ing the towere pearhead pushed thru the wire to a point be-
tween perimeter Lnd tower. let. plaloon deployed behind the Spearhead and to the
right of the 2d glatoon. The 40mm's wre firing at targets of opportunity to
the front.

P. GD NQbU (coo) 2d Co) (1 ', r0i') "There were 16 (cooks, finance
clerks and quartermaster) cf us, ;aost of us unarmed waiting out in the rice
paddies during the battle. about 660 a runner came out and told us to move
to the village in the Sovth because it was to close to dawn and we would be
caught in the open rice :2ields, so they decided tn move into the village.
hhortly after we moved into the village we wure compromised and surrounded by
government troops." 1

"As soon as we moved into the village the Bn CC positioned the troops and
ordered them to dig in with 01h cover and prepare to defend their positions.
I was positioned with the Bn hi element which we dug in one man holes at one
and two meter intervals on either side of a village street. Then I started
preparing food for the troops."

"About seven or eight o'clock the American forces started to move in.
However, the Americans th-en withbrew."

Caotain Jackson "As it got light you could se that some of the die hard.
were still trying to coma in but the others had got the message. The NVit were
moving out into the rici paddies. Then we were supported by gunships firing
into thi rice paddies. Snoopy (C-47) sprayed right on top of the NVA. The NVA
were exposed in the ri-e paddies. The NVA were firing back but it was sporadic.'

'C Willie h. Ccx '2nd Plt) "he led out of the perimeter to check the
tower but we were told -.hat the area was mined. We moved into a trench, the
Cooks 3seemed to have been pushed out so we made sctie chicken soup and ate
breakfast."

Sal Arthurq "W~e landed and tagged onto the rifle company. It was first
light. A few inutes before, the Lieutenant Colonel Robert E. Whitbeck who
commanded the 173d Airborne Brigade's 319th Airborne Field Artillery Battalion
was shot and killed by am NVA soldier with an automatic weapon (AL47). It
was on this spot tlat LTC Johnscn chose for his first C-And Pot. We set up
on top of a huge rockpile on the edge of the perimeter nearest the enemy in order
to offer maximL= visibility."

ILT iFrakX, La (AideJe camp to Brigadier General Leo H. Schweiter) "We
landed at TUY bOA North airfield behind the aid station and General Leo H.
Schweiter was met by Colonel Johnson and L2Veron 'alters Deputy Senior Pro-
vidence Advisor."

"We moved up to check bunker positions. General Schweiter iiispeoted the
bunker position (we were still getting occasional fire). Then we moved up to
the radar site and then moved to the left front of the perimeter behind a small
rock pile. The 47th ARVN Regt Co came up and General Scrweiter, Col Nugyn
Van Ba and LTC Johnson started confering when mortar fire came in so they movvd
to the bunker. They decided to prepare an overlay of ARVN positions for LTC
Johnson e" discussed coordination of nameuver of allied sleneMts to seal the
area off. We didn't know exact size of enemy force, expected an enemy company.
LTC Johnson presented his scheme of maneuver which the General acknowledged.
Then went to the chopper to coordinate with other allied forces."

§jL g "General Schweiter and his group had been in oiw CP area,
coordinating with the ground commanders concerned, end making dui estimate of

the situation."
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The area had be3n neutralized by C730. The zn Commander then gave CPT
Jackson the mission of clearing the village south of TUY HOA North airfield
and clearing the village to the north. Captain Jackson ordered the 2d niatoon
with the Spearhead as scout to clear the southern village and the let platoon
unde1IS! Proffitt to clear the village to the north.

It was about 0800 when the Spearhead moved out behind the Rehabili-Ation
Center. The Spearhead led in a diamond fo.mation followed by LT Green's 2d
platoon in a wide column. 1hey moved up towards the southeastern side of the
village.

SGT Plank "We saw some dead Gooka when we passed the prison compound (on
the easteru aide). Some legs said thare was a t down to the south, We saw
smoke ooaing from the direotion of the village. We moved along the dirt road."

SOT Cook "The Spearhead was in an echelon left about 100 meters in front of
the 2d platoon. .iahon was on the road, Plank was on the left, Cox to the right
as we swept towards the village this put one man on the high ground (Mahon) and
one in the village (Cox). The 2d platoon was following in 2 files. Mahon was
moving out at the double time, the rest of us were having trouble keeping up.
We saw the graveyard on the hill and iahon was on the ridgeline. All of a sudden
I sew some movement and Killer (Mahon) had Jumped a bunch of iVA in holes. 1
threw a grenade in the first hole and Killer knocked out two holes real quick,
the VVA were facing in the wrong direction. killer was grabbing Gooks weapons
and killing them with their own weapon, he took an AK-47 and jamned it in a
Gooks mouth and blew his head off. In the next hole the Gook was waiting on
him and they shot each other. The Gook died and Killer was wounded. The rest
of the GCooks who we hadn't killed fraggirng the holes jumped up and ran, the
ARV1's on the next hill took them under fire. I know we killed five right there.
The ARVNs came over and stripped the bodies. hiller kept yelling for a weapon
so he could go back and kill more. The ARVNt' evacuated Killer."

PFO Co "Just before Killer got on top of the NVA holes the ARVYN on the
hill waved their arms and yelled 'Beaucoup VC.' We threw frags and WP then
turned towards the village and stopped. I only had i .45 automatic. So I
picked up a Gook rifle."

"We moved up into the village and fired up a likely hole, a hut and hedge-
line. I pulled a grenade and saw a little old lady n a hole. i ran her off
and then tossed the grenade Into a hut. We -nved back "nd zt-rt-i firing A-m
into the NVA in the village."

The 2d platoon was strung out in a line east of the village about 1CO meters
fro the village. As the 2d platoon closed on Spearhead small arms and automatic
weapons fire came from the village. The 2d platoon swept on towards the village,
LT Greene was trying to move the platoon on line. A* they moved up next to a
grave SF4 Ralph W. Meader the RTO was hit, LT Grt'ene moved towards Header and
he was hit. LT Greene was killed. Snipers fired on PVT Robert k. Harden when
he moved up. The men yelled for a medic but they couldn't get one. Some of
the men were begging to go out to the lieutenant and RTO but the others kept
them back because of the fire.

EEC Co *We could see the NVA Jumping up and running around going in and
out of holes. If you got on the wrong side of the ridge you got fired on."

Sm Wemone Wastham "PFC Thomas H. Swinnea said he spotted the sniper
that was doing the damage but then he was hit. The medic (SP5 Caldwell)moved
up and patched him up. I moved down and checked LT Greene, he was dead, we
grabbed Header while the others laid down a base of covering fire. While
Caldwell was working on Meader a tracked Aunnmition carrier from the artillery
battery pulled up driven by SP4 Jams L. Murphy (C-6-32d Arty). The track pick-
ed up the wounded and evacuated them. We were in the grave yard on top of the
hill and bullets were bouncing off the tombstones. We started getting some
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mchine gun fire up on the hill. A Gook lifted his head up right in front of
SG Fraiser and got it blown away. The platoon laid down suppressive fire to
keep the NVA pinned down."

First knowledge of the contact the CO had was when medics were requested
by SSG Kartinovaky the Plt NCO. Captain Jackson recalled the lot platoon from
the right. Meanwhile the 2d platoon spread out to form a horsehoe around the
village from south to north with the ARVNs on the high ground to the south.
The recalled let platoon followed the 2d platoon's route. Gunships directed
by American advisors with the ARhVs were working over the village from the air.

Some civilians came in from the village and the medici help patch up one
civilian male, The ARVN advisor coordinated with the left flank of Dog Co.
(Spearhead) and directed rocket firing helicopters against spotted enemy posit-
ions. The men could ony pop up and fire. They spotted a sniper under a board
with a red scarf or bloody head firing, there was a machine gun firing behind
him. iand genades and -79 fire neutralized the position but other man (NVA)
crawled in and filled the gap.

Targets of opportunity were being engaged by the 2d platoon which occupied
the high ground surrounding the village. First estimates put no more than a
platoon of NVA in the village. Scrub and catus were the only vegation growing
on the sand dunes. The .eather was hot and humid. 18G Artie Knight who had
requested a tracked ammunition carrier from the artillery compound brought up
ammunition and evacuated wounded with it. The let platoon moved in and reinp-
forced the right side of 2d platoon. The lot platoon under LT ProfTitt, de-
ployed with a man about every 8 or 10 yards. It was about nine o'clock when
ever~yone was in position. The first casualties were starting to come in from
the flank positions at thim tie.

'di, Ie the lst platoon was moving in UPT Jackson had bern unable to contact
LT Greene on the radio so he sent his XO 1LT rtichael Burton over to see what was
happening a,,d to insure the lines wer6 tied in. When notified LT Greene was
dead CPT Jackson put LT Burton in couand. LT Burton worked around and tied in
with the ARVN unit. The ARVis came up on C?? Jackson's push when LT Burton
furnished the 47 th ARVNj with a RTO and radio. CPT Jackson then had good grasp
of the situation. Ken were firir on NVA in the village. On third trip the
prime mover brought up the 60O mortars right behind the hill and put them into
action. The mortars initially fired at a range of 300 mters and dropped the
adjusting rounds right in the village. With the rorrect range he mortare -
macd firing in 3 round volleys.

Over to the left of the 2d platoon the Spearhead element had set up on a
dune with the ARVNs on the high ground to their rear. In the right corner of
the village they could wee a sniper lifting up a tin cover and firing, they laid
heavy semi automatic fire on him. Same tVA started moving out of the village
to the south (the left of the Spearhead) and the Spearhoad started receiving
fire from them. The Spearhead was running low on amiuniton when ST Cook and
PVT Jaese R. Price case up with some more machine gun a-unition. The machine
gun opened up the village with a heavy volume of fire and the men saw 3 KVA fall.

The NVA were putting out a lot of return fire. (Sporadic fire whenever
there was a lull from gunship, mortars and automatic weapons).

C "As we set up around the village I advised LTC Johnson of the
situation, the fire we were receiving and casualties. I also requested addition-
al amo. Ammo was being resupplied from Artillery compound and by chopper re-
supply. Fire coordination w6as good our mo,-rs would..cease fire for gunship@,
their mi iguns and rockets were effective. I also received a 8-2 report ofeNVA
reinforcel platoon located in the village."

"The Battalion Commander informed me he wanted to put CS gas in 6ha village
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(ho friendly civilians in the village had been reported to the CO). LTC Johnson
wanted to gas the village and follow it up with a company assault. He also said
he was puttingC+5C3d on standby and was sending up additional M-17 masks so
each ran in the company would huve one. he was also sending up a chemical team
with Y-8 portable CS gas; grenade launchers and had called for a helicopter to
drop gas also. CPT Jackson rearranged the let platoon on the north ani the 2d
platoon on the east, the Spearhead element remained the furtherest east. The
ARVNs .ere warned to pull back for the gas attaok. The AR~tVs withdrew but the
Popular Forces came up,. howver, they drew back when the American ARVH advisor
came up.

During the interim 30 minutes after LTC Johnson informed CPT Jackson of
the plan the platoons were briefed and issued iresh amtunition and extra hand
grenades. The Brattalion Chemical NCO brought up mask and the E-8 launchers
and instructedihem on their deployment; masks were issued and the chemical
apparatus set up. Ammunition resupply and evacuation continued without stop-
ping. About 1145 the Eattalion (.0 crawled up to the Company CP and advised
CPT Jackson to kick off the attack at 1200 if the ships were on station at that
tiLue with the CS gas- The ships came on station about 1k15 made 3 passes put-
ting gas east of the village so that the wind blew it across the village. The
3d pass was the signal to ignite the company gas apparatus. The company gas
firing was the signal for attack.

CPT Jackson " monitered a radio message from the 5-3 section to the Bn CO
of an NVA Co. in the village."

SPA Dan= Suddroth (51st Chem Dot) "We were notifi3d about 11:30 that the
4th Bn wanted some CS dropped. They furnished us coordinates and we loaded 10
eases (16 grenades to a case with pins pulled and wrapped with dot cord which
was fired with blasting caps with 20 second fuze) which we had pro stocked. We
flew over the area and they told us where to drop it. we made 3 passes and
threw out one case from either side on the let pass at an altitude of 1800 feet.
They exploded right over the village. Then we made two more passes and dumped
the rest. The effect looked like a big cloud covering the village. Most all
of it landed on the eastern edge of the village and blew across it as the wind
was blowing from east to west."

E& Cc "When the AIVNO moved back during the gas attack the NVA tried
to follow up but I stopped then again with my MG.

D Company assaulted the village from the north with the mission of clearing
the village to the south and to te riVer. Supporting fires from the ARVhe were
to shift fires south as US troops advanced, all but one squad of 2d platoon had
shifted north to attack with lst platoon. Due to the toll in casualties ISG
Knight was put in charge of the left flank element. The lt platoon under ILT
Proffitt was in the middle. The 2d platoon under SSG Miloslav Martinosky was on
the right flank, the CP was in the middle. LT Burton was in charge of coordin&-

tion with the 47th ARVN Regt on the left.

CPT Jackson "It van hot in those mask and the men were crouching dow-n in
sed, sveating in the beat. I ordered every other man to throw a grenade and
then assault. When the gas launchers fired I Jumped up, threw a grenade and
yelled 'Lets go.' I realized that the men might not assault at the sam time
thus causing half of the assault element to go on line and the remainder to
lay and ponder on the idea. I realized if they saw me up and moving in their
midst this would instill them to push over the hill into the assault without
hesitation, thus activating their military training and reaction. Every other
man threw a grenade over the hill and began a walking assault. As the men went
over the hill the village was partially masked by smoke from the gas. Contact
on tSe right flank was especially heavy as we hit the outskirts of the village.
Then as we moved into the village the me, broke into 3 and 4 man teams keeping
in a pretty even line."
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The paratroopers. moved down the hill on line, receiving fire from the middle
of the village. Several men were hit and others pulled them back to aid. As
the paratroopers moved down the hill one man grabbed up an AN-47 and aa a NVA
jumped out of a hole he tried to fire but the Chinese weapon jamned. The NVA
ran around a corner into another group of charging paratroopers, he doubled back
and the trooper's AK-47 'ammed again, finally he cleared it in time to blast the
fleeing enemy soldier. When questioned by his CO as to why he was using the
AK-47 instead of his :0-16 the paratrooper drawled "Just wanted to try his weapon
Sir, ain't never killed a man with his own gun before."

The Company .ommander led his group down the third row of huts. LT Proffitt
led his platoon down on the right side. LIC Johnson and his party accompanied
the assault and set up his CP on the edge of the village.

CPT Jackson "As we moved into the village the team on my left eliminated
a hooch with 3 i4VA inside. As they moved around to the left side of the hooch
one of the team members (PVT Battle) spotted a NVA coming out of a spider hole
to his left flank about 3 meters away. He whirled to his left and shot him in
the head just as the gook throw a hand grenade. About six men were on his
right and when he fired everyone dove for cover in all four dirtctions. I moved
towards the right flank and came upon a team pinned down on both sides of a
hooch. I told them to move out but they hesitated and I said 'Follow me'. I
led out around the right side of the hooch directing fire to the ua"pected areas
of hostile fore. As I fired to my front they maneuvered to my left and placed
a heavy volume of fire in the suspected area causing it to be neutralized.

ISG A~s niaht Jr "I hit the left flank we .. ent in on the last building.
As we got there we broke contact with the right. As we kept moving in we kept
getting more fire from the right. We couldn't get commo with the right. LT
Burton, who was observing the action from his left flank OF, and I agreed over
the radio we should link up with the right and wheel right but only if we could
contact them. we were taking wounded then. I ran around and came to the right.
One man was just clearing a spider hole for the second time. We then planned
to wheel right but SGT Tucker called and said Big 6 said to move back and burn
everything."

CP ackaon "The team& were about half through the villagi when the right
sAide bogged-down while the left still advanced. It looked like the NVA had
withdrawn into the Battalion CP area in a group of 30 or 40. W'ken the right
flank hit the NVA CP area they began to take caculties. I -Ued back to Pt
CO and advised him the right flank had bogged down and was taking casualties.
Then we began to take causualties on the left. IVA were coming out of spider
holes at a range of 10 and 15 feet. Our only advantage was that the NVA had
to come out of their holes arms first and the men were picking them up out the
corner of their eye and wheeling to the flank and chopping them down. The big-
gest problem was making the assault with the protective mask on. The NVA posi-
tions were well camouflaged and further helped by smoke from the burning huts.

FTC NGUYDJ (NVA POW) "Our people were well concealed and dug in and fired
sparingly and accurately as opposed to The Americans which had to move in the
open and firea lot in a confused manner. Your own mortars wounded some of your
people."

"When they used the gas against us we didn't have a&y masks. Some men used
damp towels and this protected them. Those that didn't have towels the gas was
very uncomfortable, it made their eyes water and nose burn, but it didn't cause
any confusion in the HQ."

Due to the hot himid conditioi and burning huts the gas rose fairly fast
and between the smoke (created by the burning debris in the village from the
supporting fires) and the gas the paratroopers had enough cover to allow them
to move over the top of the hill and pass the outer NVA defense. Once inside
close in house to house fighting co.lmenced. The maneuver scheme was to move one
team right or left and cover the adj.icent team.
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CEIJkson "Working in teams to mutually support each other, the team
would neutralize a position from the flank that had a team to their right or
left pinned down. When it was neutralized the team in that sector would move
forward and support from the flank the advancement of a team on their right or
left."

The troopers worded from hut throwing frag grenades and occasional CS
grenades. On the left after a CS grenade had been discharged two men ran out
of a hut without weapons SGT Oden grabbed one and tied him up and SP4 Harry I.
Fower III grabbed the other one.

The NVA started drawing back to their CF which was to the advancing para-
troopers right flank and from there started putting out a heavy volune of fire.

The CO lost communications with the left flank and not being abreast of
the situation the CC called his reserves (composed of LT Burton, 1 squad from
2d platoon and Spearhead element). They came from their position on the south-
east side of the village and follo-qed in behind the compay. The Company
Commander got separated from the company RTO but still had contact with the
Battalion CO. He advised him that right flank was bogged down and he was moving
in that direction to determine the situation. After reaching the right flank
which was under heavy fire he determined he was stopped cold and was takg heavy
casualties.

CaT "I was separated from the company RTO and had to switch the
battalion radio to the compay net. This brought me abreast of the complete
situation, the right flank had to be moved so I ordered ny reserves (LT Burton,
one squad from the 2d platoon and the Spearhead element) to come up.*

"The right flank was completely stopped. Platoon Leader Proffitt maid be
had a lot of men wounded. We were in the middle of the village and I asked for
a peak count to the right. The count came back eight. I couldn't visualize
just eight. . . then the count came back again: twelve, four of which were
dead."

SLG "The combat troopers of Company D 6ere either dead, seriously
wounded, lightly wounded, pinned down or otherwise so busily engaged fighting
the enemy at tnis point that there was no detail available to carry grenades.
Major erding, our S3 Officer, and I decided that we would deliver the grenades.
He would take some to the center portion of the line, and I had -bout a sity
yard dash to make with mine."

"Along about this time General Schweiter arrived on the scene* I have
never seen a General just a few yards from where his troops were slaying amd
being slain before, but I can't say that now."

LT A That afternoon about 1300 hours, we went back and landed and
the General asked me if I thought we could find the 4th Battalion's CF. I said
It would most likely be forward. So the General said let's go. The artillery
a ition carrier came by with amition so I suggested jumping aboard. We
jumped on the back of the ammnition carrier. We could hear heavy firing from
attacking paratroopers being answered by occasional heavy NVA fire. Then we saw
801 Arthurs directing the track to his position just behind the crest of the
hill so that you could wee the village from the track but it was in hull down
behind the hill."

"General Schwelter jumped out of the track and we spotted LTC Johnson lo-
cated on the forward slope of a sand dune near the edge of the village with a
radio on his back. We started to run down to LTC Johnson. Then SGC Arthurs
came around and yelled 'General you shouldn't be down herep there's a lot of
firing going on.'"
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'General Schweiter continued onto LTC Johnson's position. They oonfered
at the northeast corner of the village. There was still some gas in the area.
LTC Johnson informed the General that the NVA were still offering heavy resis-
tance and that he felt that there was at least a company, They moved behind the
wall of the first hut. While they were talking a burst of AK-47 fire came over
their heads. I turned around and yelled to bGT hurapreys (4th Ba-talion's chem-
ical iCC) and the ;,n up the hill behind him."

"heyl Didn't that come from behind us'"

!ISGT Hurpreys said, 'Y, a' . I told him to get someone up there and get the
sniper. Then I crawltd up the hill and directed some fire against the snipers
position and they received no more fire from it. As I returned I sau a man
staggering up the lane between the hut. I recognized SGT Houtz of the Battalion
S3, he was holding his right side. I directed him over and examined his wound
(a frag wound in the back). We then called a medic over who bandaged his back
and prepared morphine. But the SGT said 'Don't waste it on me.' The SGT refused
aid and told me there were several guys about 15 meters down in the village. He
said he'd tried to bring some out but couldn't. he said, 'Someone's got to get
them out. There's a couple of guys real bed, one of them had a head wound.'"

"I slung V CAR-15 and ran down the lane and picked up the man with a head
wound. Another paratrooper materialized with a stretcher and we loaded the man
on and moved back to the track. When I got there there were two or three other
wounded around it waiting for evacuation and a medic to load the track.'

1SKiG Arthurs came up yelling for a stretcher. We broke up to search for a
stretcher or anything to carry a man with. I wint to the left where I saw Major
Cerding (Battalion S3) who was also looking for a stretcher. I picked up a baa-
ket and ran back. SGMt Arthurs and I ran oack into the village with the basket
but it didn't work. The man was wounded in the chest and face. 81 Arthur&
and I started carrying him up by arms and Major Cerding picked up his feet. We
got all the wounded loaded up when the SGM saw the am;.o hadn't been unloaded.
They unloaded part of the amo and g,+enade."

"I ran back to the General and suggested we go back on the track. The
OeneralJI got in the track and it turned around and started moving. As we ap-
proached the helicopters, I signaled the dustoff helicopter to start up. The
General and I helped load the wounded since most of the men were in shook. After
the wounded were loaded on the dumtoff chnppF r -htn G-ra" tvnnt P walking
wounded with him and e flew off to brief the IFN Comanding General."

S"General Schweiter and the Colonel decided that being as
there were too many of them and theywerewell emplaced, that we would withdraw,
stay on the high ground to prevent the enemy from escaping, and bring in air-
stri]:es."

Before General Schuciter left he and LTC Johnson instructed the men to
burn all the huts on the left where the sniper fire was coming from.

CT agkson "The Colonel came down into the CP area to verify the with-
drawal. However, snipers had the area zeroed in and the men were getting hit
wvha they tried to move. The area was covered in rubble and muoke from the
burning huts."

054-rhr: "We found CPT Jimmy Jackson and LTC Johnson set his CP up
right there with him. After the battle, prisoners showed us the enemy battalion
CP. We couldn't have bhen more than 25 yards from it. The enemy put some of
the closest licks on us at tiat point, moving into that area, and I thought we
had had it,"

"LTC Johnsou briefed CPT Jackson. He told him we weren't leaving as long
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as there was still one wounded Geronrio trooper in the village, but we would
make an orderly, islitary withdrawal, fight.ng our way out and put airstrikes
in on the foe. At this point, it ia impossible to ascertain how many of them
we had killed and/or wounded, but just about evLrybody we saw after the battle
had bullet holes in them. Company D's paratroopers were nobody's patsy. Char-
lea paid olf with compound interest for every casualty he exacted from us."

Cn Jackson "RTO Roney Smith was hit and LT Proffitt put fire in the area
where the rounds came from. Then he was hit. We put more fare Into the area
aid I ordered LT Proffitt to go back and guide the reserves in so we could
execute the withdrawal."

The reserves came unuer fire as they came in. The CP group and the last
elements on the right flank were preparing to withdraw when a grenade came in
and suddenly exploded. PFC hichard Cooney a nachinegunner was wounded in the
arm. SGT James E. Rosenback -.aa hit in the foot. The explosion ignited a CS
grenade hanging on PVT Arthur Elliott's chest. CPT Jackson at first thought it
was a vP grenade but the gas came spinning out amidst the command group end
covering party. Those who had taken off masks were scrambling to mask. As soon
as the men masked they evacuated the wounded and resumed their covering fire.

The reinforce:eats had stopped and started evacuation of the wounded on the
right flank which was not what the CO had in mind. Smoke and obstables kept
the CO from seeing and the CS grenade had caused everyone to withdraw about 10
feet.

CP' Jackson "Elements from the left sector under command of the Ist Sgt
reached the Co. CP group first, when they met the wounded from the right sector
on the way to the rear, they thought it was the right sector withdrawing in
total so they helped evacuate the wounded. LT Burton realised this was not the
entire right sector by communicating with me over the radio. He pushed the re-
serves over the hill to my location. Sgt Cook volunteered to cover the with-
drawal alone but I told him I would be the last one out of this village but he
was welocom to stay with me. We covered the withdrawal of the remainin elements
of the right sector and the relief force, Sgt Cook and I would withdraw by leaps
and bounds firing as we went.

The reserves were to have covered the right flanks withdrawal. Then about
a squad under 1SG Knight came up. CPT Jackson went up with SGT Burl Barnes and
they found out Elliott was dead.

SnWe commenced an orderty withdrawal byfire and maneuver.
When SGT Cook and I reached the last building I saw SGT Fraizer and Barnes com-
ing up left side of the village. We covered them out. Then they sprinted over
the hill. I couldn't see anyone else. Everyone alivo and wounded had been
taken out so I turned and went back over the hill."

"We reorganized the line on the same location that the attack had been
launched from. The company and suffered 29 or 30 casualties during the attack.
Six dead were left in the village."

LT =u w The company pulled back over the hill to the east of the POW
Camp on line while C Company deployed along the airstrip, while waiting on the
airstrike."

a Robinson (FR 64049, F-lO0 Pilot, 308th TAO Fighter Squadron,
Tu Hom Am) "We were on alert with our two FlOC's sitting on the end of the
strip. My ship carried four Mark 82's (500 pound high drag bombs) and my wing
man (CPT Robert E. Humphreye) carried 4 napalms (700 pounds). We both had 1600
rounds of 2Csm. At 1330 hours, we scrambled on alert for action at TU Noe with
instructions to contact TONTO 03, the Forward Air Controller.m
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ewe held for ten or fift*e minutes over the area waiting for three birds
(FlO's) from the Rien Hoa AFB (3d TAC )ighter Wing). The r AC briefed us on the
target and layout and we made a dry run from north to south at 500 knots at
about 300 feet. Then we made three hot runs, hitting the pickle button (bomb
release). The first pass I dropped two 500 pound bombs and one each on the next
two passes. My wingman did the same with his napalm. Then we held high and dry."

"The birds from Bien Hoe arrived and the FAC reported troops running into
the rice paddies so they dropped their bombs in the rice paddies next to the
village. We then made 20mm strafing runs over the rice paddies with explosive
20mm cannons. One of the pilots said he saw about 20 (NVA) on the edge of the
village and in the rice paddies. CPT Humpluey's said when he releases his first
napalm he saw several people coming out of a building where his bomb was going.
As we left, 3 :ore ships from Phu Cat came on station."

PC Nue (NVA POW) "The airstrikes caused many casualties. You dropped
a 1000 pound (500 pound) bomb almost in the middlo of the HQ section and followed
it 2 or 3 minutes by a fire bomb, followed by aircraft guns. I was wounded by
the 1000 pound bomb. It killed political officer and the Battalion CO aide and
I heard it wounded the Battalion CO. The fire bomb landed tuo beds away from me.
The fire was hitting within inches of me and burned me on the arm andcftoot. The
aircraft guns hit me in the back (20mm). I thInk most of the Battalion Staff was
killed or wounded by the airstrikes. I just laid there until the Government
troops found me."

At about 1530 D and C Company Commanders conducted an aerial recon of the
village and were briefed on the method of attack. C Company was scheduled to
attack from the northeast to the stream. The airstrikee came and C Compan swung
around to get in position. While moving south to getin position they received
some fire from their flank. It was neutralized. They maneuvered up to their
assault position and ueployed on line. C/4-503d's 81mm mortars went into action
and started placing effective fire& on the villageo. D Company moved into posit-
iontrying to stay off the gun target line. About 1630 hours, Dog Company received
instructions to deploy into attack position. Their strength was now about 4
effectives. C Company started taking casualties once they were in position. CPT
Jackson crawled forward to the orginal OF and was maneuvering the left and right
flank up. Ther. word came from LTC Johnson to pull back for more air and artillery
strikes. While CPT Jackson issued instructions the 81mm were still firing. A
short round came in and nit Dog's left flank. The round hit 1bet-.een the r-ght
portion of the left flank and the right portion of the Company CP element that
was just getting up to withdraw. Fifteen casualties were caused by the short
round and Dog Company was rendered combat ineffective. Dog Company withdrew to a
perimeter across the dirt road next to the airstrip and C Company remained in
position dug in. The company set up a 360 degree perimeter for the night.

The ARVN Forces (lst and 2nd Bn 47th RVWN Regt) made an attack on the village
but they started taking casualties and LTC Johnson had them withdraw and called in
more airstrikes. SNOOPY and artillery illuminated and fired on the village all
night. ARVN Forces remained in position to the south.

B Company was lifted into Tuy Hoe North at C800 the next morning and elemnts
of D Company, 16th Armor arrived. The plan waa to conduct an assault on the vill-
age in armored personnel carriers. B Compnay occupied Dog Companies former posit-
ion. The attack was to take place at 1000 hours with the APC's maahing the eneq's
first line and the paratroopers to assault from them and sweep the village.

Before the attack could take place the 47th ARVN moved up and occupied the
village against light opposition. B Company and C Company also swept the village
and mopped the area.

(M (NVA POW) "The remains of the Battalion tried to escape in sma.l
groups tbru the rice pm~aS to the west and back into the mountains."
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"When the 47th AhVN moved in I heard a lot of firing. I was afreid they'd
shoot me before they realized I wasn't going to resist."

13. Results: The morning of 31 January, Dog Company mustered at an effect-
ive strongth of 2 officers and 38 enlisted. They sufferd 14 KJ{A (2 were attached
personnel) and 44 WHA. NVA casualties were: 189 KIA (BC) and 31 POW's, 77 NVA
KIA (BC) were credited to the 173d Airborne Brigade. A large number of small arms
(AIL-47's, S8 carbines) crew serve weapons and equipment were captured along with
2 82rm mortars. US equipment losses were: 12 V,16 rifles, 5 Y.60 machine guns,
14 .45 caliber pistols, 1 9Omm recoilless rifle, 2 watches, 2 copasses (H-2) and
three sets of binoculars.

14. "k sa: The Battle of Tuy Hoa North was characterized by rapid reaction,
aggressiness, bravery and fire power. However on the minus side better and more
rapid intelligence asnd perhaps a heavier and longer bomb bardment of CS would have

been more successful. There were also additional weapons and units in the area
which could have been used to edvantage.

Battlefield intelllence leading to the initial assault by Dog Company
at noon on the 30th had then engaging an enemy p]Ltoon when actually an enemy
battalion minus those men los in the attack on the artillery position had heen
diggin in since 060C that raorx+ng. PCl.'sirefuges from the village had cone into b

Allied hands but no real esti- tc of the enemsy strength had been made.

The use of CS gas wuiud have been more successful if it had been sub-
stained for a longer period. The sea breeze carried it off along with the heatfrom the burning huts. Some NV, ran from the gas but most stayed and ate it since

it quickly blew over. Some men carried CS baseball grenades on the asaault but
these proved more of a hinder thb-m a help since r-cst of the US troops pulled off
their mask once in the village and the fresh CS hurt them more than the enemy. A
substained CS attack would have rroduced better results.

Another incident which hurt the assault was the way in which many troops
left the assault to help carry the wounded to the rear. The wounded should be left
to the medics. The withdrawl of six to twelve troops during the assault can have
painful results; one or two wounded could cause most of a fire team to be withdrawn.

In preparing the village prior to the assault there were two twin 4.,,
selfpropelled cannons in the artillery position which could have been used tn great
effect if employed. Armored personnel carriers with theV .50 caliber machine guns
would also been highly effective but they were held until 31 January before it was
decided to use them.

The use of air power and the personal bravery of the officers and NCO's

of the men engaged was awe inspiring. From the Commanding General down the pare-
troopers conducted theseif fearlessly. The lack of accurate, speedy intelligence
was the one majo: weakness. Attachment of a Vietnamese interpreter to US companies
and quick action to access all battlefield intelligence to a centeral point would
redu e this problem.
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SSG Robert J. Destatte (172d .,I Det. 1.A Team): "we came down to the air-
strip to ccordinate with ,rvh subsector (located at Tuy hioa ,orth) on some
POW's we heard they'd captured. As we drove to the airstrip we heerd heavy
snl Il arms and wortar fire over in the burning village (C9GO nours). Most all
was our firu going into the village. We could see troops on the dwues. Lvery-
body was gone from the AhVii subsector. We uboutipin' 15 minutes and aecided
to get out of evel'bodies ;ay and ruturned to Sector (:.ioA at TIy Hoe)."

"We stopped at the airstrip to see what was going on. Xost of the fire
was in-goinC. We drove up the road and saw National Folice men crossarg the
road firing into the upper village. At first we thought they were trigger happy.
Then we could hear the firing coming back. Then ILT Edward H. Anthony said
stop the Jeep and take up -e:'ensive positions on euch side of the road. We
parked on the right side uf the road. i'd just gotten across the road and
laid down when I saw tbrt. people sneaking do.n an alley across the road. All
three were earing shorts and the front one had a scarf of camouflaged silk,
all wore black shirts. The lead an was carrying a grease gun and I wasn't
sure if they were regional force or bad guys, I didn't want to kill our own
people. They were interested in the area towards the National Police. The
lead man saw me from the corner of his eye and spun around towards me with his
wEapon. I took him uner automatic fire. The lead man fired a burst with the
grease gun and the other two took off running around the laundry up the alley.
LT Anthony and LT Vincent lenAone stayed behind the Jeep and covered the laundry.
I moved about ten meters to the right behind a tree and waited."

"1 saw a man poke his head aroung the corner of the laundry and jump back.
I knew he'd spotted me ana was going to throw a grenade. Then I heard the
grenade clip a dry branch over my head, i knew it was near but not where
so I squeezed down in the sand it exploded 10 I'eet. irom me iu the deep sand
and exploded harmlessly only sariig the hell out of me. iT Anthony ana LT
Panzone moved aQross th- road and took up positions 25 meters to my right. I
waited for the NVA to follow up the grenade but they didn't come out so I out
across a couple of fences and got behind a lattice fence. A refugee came out
from behind the laundry with bundles, looked both ways and crossed the street."

"I waited for a while, then LT Anthony told me to cel across in Vietnamese
for them to put their weapons down and surrender and they wouldn't get shot."

"Then I saw one man in black sneaking up the other side of the laundry
between a pile of furniture. The one in the scarf moved out behind him in
front of the next house. I had good concealment so I took careful aan
opened up cn automatic, He fell and I turned my .eapon on the other man and
tried to fire on him thru the furniture. The man I hit moved back around the
corner then they tried to cross an alley under LT Anthony's and LT Panzone's
observation and they drove them back by fire several tizes."

"Then LT Anthony sent me down to the NatiornAJ. Police and Regional Forces
to see if we couldn't get some to come back and help us. I also told a civil-
Ian who was moving towards the airfield to notify the Rtgional Forces to come.
I found Major Hung in charge and he said they'd had the same individuals
under fire and the NVA had killed 1 National Policeman. He asked his CO for
permission to move into the village to find them. Then 2 squads of Regional
Forces Troops moved down from the airfield to help out - so that sewed it up."

"iLT Trims Ngoc Qui, from Vietnameze Sector Armor Branch, took a squad
in and searched the area around thr laimdry and then broke in the laundry and
conducted a room to room search. (Here the LT frisked his own men and made
the boy that lived there check to make sure the ARVN troops had not stolen
anything?

"Then we stopped and visited Major Hung and he told us what they'd done.
be said they captured 8 weapons, killed 2 and had 2 WIA trappd. They were
preparing to move in on the upper village with combat police and Regional
Foros. Tbe 47th ARVN was to the left. The ARVN troopers seemed pretty well
controlled and Major Hung forbid them to fire rifle gr~naden since they would
endanger friendly troops. he left a blocking force and started conducting a
house to house search of the upper village. Then we left."
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